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ABSTRACT

The Caribbean is commonly recognized as a region where different empires
interacted during the Colonial period. Although most trade policies did not permit
trading between colonies belonging to different empires, the few European empires that
permitted trade between any colonies managed to transgress such restrictions o f other
nations. One way of avoiding the restrictions was by establishing ports open to all
merchants. The present study analyzes the role of the port o f St. Eustatius in the trading
system o f the Caribbean and how it affected the island’s economy. The main source of
information is a coin collection dating from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries from
the Government Guest House at Oranjestad.

ST. EUSTATIUS AND THE CARIBBEAN TRADE SYSTEM
A Study of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuiy Coins
from the Caribbean

INTRODUCTION

St. Eustatius, just one o f the many Caribbean islands, played an essential role in
the development of New World colonies. In the last twenty-five years, many historical
and archaeological studies have analyzed different aspects o f the settlements at St.
Eustatius. These investigations have approached the settlements o f the island using a vast
range o f perspectives, including landscape analyses o f fortifications and sugar plantations
(Howard 1991, Delle 1989, Eastman 1996, among others), and studies o f social classes
and material culture (Barka 1996, Harper 1990, Heath 1988, Monteiro 1990, among
others). All of these studies highlight St. Eustatius’ role as a commercial link between
the colonies, particularly after its initial settlement. Unfortunately, many of these
investigations fall short in probing the history o f the island beyond its infancy, such as its
success and its economic decay during the nineteenth century are largely neglected.
This often-neglected aspect o f St. Eustatius’s history may best be understood by
probing how St. Eustatius interacted with other nations and colonies active in the
Caribbean. A modified world system approach, based upon Wallerstein’s initial model
(Wallerstein 1979, 1980, 1989, 2001), in which St. Eustatius’s role may be seen as part of
the semi-periphery, permits a thoughtful integration and understanding o f this part o f St.
Eustatius’s history. In order to better flesh out St. Eustatius’ role as part o f a world
system, a variety o f evidence will be brought to bear, including historical, archival, and
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archaeological data sets. I will analyze these data sets to discern the role St. Eustatius
played as a part of a world system operating in the Caribbean.

Gathering the evidence

The present study analyzes the role that St. Eustatius played in the Caribbean
trade, its rise as well as its decline, based on three different data sources: historical,
documentary, and archaeological evidence. Historical evidence will be used to establish
the context of European empires during the eighteen and nineteenth centuries, a period of
conflict and change in the New World colonies. At the beginning o f this period the
Dutch controlled St. Eustatius. Its economy was founded on trade, as the island played
the role o f middleman between neighboring colonies as a result o f trade restrictions
imposed by other European empires on their colonies. As long as new settlements in the
Caribbean demanded products they were not able to acquire directly, St. Eustatius
maintained a high level o f success, acting as the link between producers and consumers.
When the American colonies gained their autonomy and the British and French
invaded the island, St. Eustatius suffered a period of political and economical instability.
In 1816 when the colony was officially recognized as Dutch, the merchants tried to re
establish the previous trading network, but the conditions of the New World had changed.
American colonies did not have any restrictions on trade, and the Spanish colonies’
attempts to obtain their independence were well underway. This new era in the
Caribbean condemned the island to play a secondary role in the Caribbean economy.
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This historical context is essential in understanding the full history o f the island,
particularly its economic decay.
In addition to establishing a historical context, documentary resources will be
used to evaluate the construction o f the trading networks. Although the records I
included in the analysis herein are only from the Spanish encomienda in Nueva Granada,
the situation of other Spanish ports was not very different from that o f Nueva Granada,
serving well as an analogical referent. The incorporation o f documents complements the
historical resources used and at the same time fosters an understanding o f why the
archaeological material evidence found in settlements does not always reflect all o f the
trade relations taking place in ports.
Material remains, Brumfiel states, “supplement the historical record in several
crucial ways... they supply historical information for times and places not recorded in oral
and written histories... material remains reflect the actions and interactions o f daily
life... ” (2003: 207). Hence, archaeological evidence may serve as a data set by which to
evaluate previous generalizations based on historical accounts, calling on archaeological
data to support or reject these previous conclusions. This analysis calls upon an
archaeological data set comprised of a coin collection, a product o f archaeological
research in the Government Guest House (Barka 1990). Coins are a rich source of
information in archaeological contexts. Their high survival rate and the official
inscriptions make them the most reliable and accurately datable o f all archaeological
artifacts (Burnett 1991).
The study o f coins in archaeological contexts has been largely limited to so-called
classical periods in Europe and Asia, their analytical potential recognized in both
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chronological and spatial aspects. Coins are used herein to complement the historical and
archival information. I used a chronological approach to evaluate the intensity o f trade
during the Dutch control of the island in comparison to British and French control. The
analysis o f the coin collection alone produces an amazing amount o f information about
the settlement, such as periods o f economic success and periods of collapse, as well as
change in trade partnerships.
My spatial analysis o f the coin sample includes both local and regional levels.
The local distribution is useful in assessing functions o f buildings. The regional analysis
involves the interpretation o f coins as the material possibility o f trade connections with
the issuer. As Graeber notes (2001: 114) “Money tends to be represented as an invisible
potency because o f its capacity to turn into many other things. Money is the potential for
future specificity even if it is a potential that can be realized only through a future act o f
exchange”. The potential o f trading is determined by its origin defined through the use of
a thing-oriented approach described by Marcus (1995). This methodology consists in
tracing an object to determine relations between sites in order to construct a structure
based on world systems perspective. I have identified several trading relations in St.
Eustatius by tracing the origins of the coins. The origin also suggests a change in trading
relations as a response to regional changes.
Although the potential o f studies o f archaeological coin collections is recognized,
most of the studies in America have been limited to numismatics analysis. There are
several books that describe the coins that were used in the New World but none o f them
explain why the colonies used other country’s coinage or why some empires denied
issuance o f coins to their Caribbean colonies. European empires were focused on
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acquiring wealth from their colonies. Their quest for gold and silver left the Americas,
specifically the West Indies colonists, without small change for business. In order to
have change for daily trade, the colonies ‘created’ their own coinage (Byrne 1975, II).
All the currencies created by the West Indies settlers were short lived and probably used
between 1758 (in Jamaica) to 1818 (in Puerto Rico).
Most islands o f the West Indies countermarked their coins in some way, with
initials or symbols that were meaningful locally added to foreign coins (Krause 1993).
However, there are a few exceptions, like the Bahamas, Antigua, and the Dominican
Republic, which used quarters o f Spanish reales without any further modification. The
abundance o f silver and gold in Spanish colonies allowed Spanish coinage to reach a
consistency in weight and purity. Thus, the Spanish real was the standard by which other
coinages were measured. Most o f the manufactured monies were Spanish reales that
were hole punched, divided in segments, or countermarked. They were stamped with a
mark or device for the island identification and were passed at a substantially higher rate
than their individual intrinsic values. The local countermarks serve as tracers which
permit the coins to be identified, including the determination o f origin and date, allowing
each to be placed in the context o f Caribbean trade.
Despite the knowledge o f the existence o f Caribbean coinage, only a few catalogs
have studied their provenience and origin (Byrne 1975). Adding to this misfortune is that
all o f these catalogs are limited to a numismatic approach, which is the determination of
the nation o f origin and the description o f the characteristics o f the coin (e.g. material,
manufacture, mint marks). Too frequently archaeological analyses use coins as ‘curious’
artifacts rarely found in archaeological context, the possible meanings o f its presence in a
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specific context are not explored. Thus, the information that can be acquired from a
coin’s analysis is lost. This study presents the potential information that coins can
produce and the possibility o f approaching their study from an anthropological
perspective.

World Systems Perspective and St. Eustatius

The present study considers the presence of coins as a consequence o f political
and economic circumstances. I will consider the assemblage o f evidence— historical,
documentary, and archaeological— found in St. Eustatius from a world system
perspective. The Caribbean has been studied using a world system perspective several
times (W olf 1982, Mintz 1985, Wallerstein 1982,1989). It has been considered as one
part o f a world system of trade. However, the role that the Dutch played in Europe is not
the same as the one they had in the Caribbean. The identification o f different roles for
the same state according to geographic scale suggests o f the existence o f different
systems interacting contemporaneously in different parts o f the world. In utilizing such a
world system approach to these data sets, the Dutch role in the nineteenth century
becomes a vital, dynamic interaction and opens up the possibilities for interpreting the
history and economic success and decline o f St. Eustatius.

The first part o f this text establishes the historical context o f the Caribbean during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. An understanding o f the trade dynamics of each
empire facilitates a better understanding o f the different roles o f European powers in the
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Caribbean, which is the subject o f Chapter II. Finally, the last two chapters analyze the
archaeological evidence from St. Eustatius, particularly a coin collection, and suggest an
explanation for the rise and fall o f this port in the Caribbean trade system.

CHAPTER I
TRADE POLICIES IN THE CARIBBEAN

Before Columbus’ voyage to the Americas, Europe was involved in long distance
trade with Africa and Asia. The obsession for Oriental products such as spices,
porcelain, tapestries, and the like, and the continual political conflicts related to trading
routes encouraged European expeditions to search for new ways to reach the Asian
continent. The discovery o f the New World meant not only a territorial expansion o f the
European empires but also the possibility to produce their own commodities and to
acquire exotic goods.
The race for exotic products and ongoing European military conflicts
accompanied the conquest o f the new continent. The colonization o f new land and the
contact with Native Americans was complicated by the previous Europeans conflicts.
The European empires tried to implant in America the government structures they had
introduced in other colonies; however, the results were different. The Caribbean was the
first territory to be settled. The conditions of this region were very different to other
areas previously colonized in other continents. The intensive competition for territory
and the continual need for provisions in a relatively small region created a different
structure from other European colonies.
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In the Caribbean, the colonies relied heavily on products imported from Europe,
and Europe capitalized on the production o f its colonies. A penchant for merchandise
like sugar, tobacco, cotton, gold and silver led to the creation o f policies that insured their
acquisition only by the mother country. However, these policies were based on an ideal
model where the home country was capable o f providing the colonies with necessary
commodities in exchange for desired products. But reality was far from ideal. Most
European empires (e.g. the Spanish, French, and British) lacked the capability and desire
to fulfill the needs of the colonists; hence, the European settlers had no other option but
to turn to foreign merchants or neighboring colonies. The Caribbean, especially during
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, was characterized by such trading
activities.
Ideally, the European powers were capable o f supplying basic commodities to
their colonies and transporting the colonies’ products to Europe; thus, there was no need
to allow foreign ships or merchants into the colonies. However, small empires such as
those created by the Dutch and Danish were more successful than the other European
empires in fulfilling their colonies’ needs and helping other colonies to meet their basic
needs. The Dutch had an established trade infrastructure and the most efficient sea
transport to move goods. Although the Danish trade system was weaker than that o f the
Dutch, the Danish had a neutral political position that facilitated exchange with different
empires and colonies.
The European empires o f this era considered the mutual help between the colonies
o f the New World a transgression o f internal trade policies. At times these transgressions
were punished, but at other times they were overlooked. The concept o f legal and illegal
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trade is relative; for example, trade considered illegal for the British, such as dealing with
Dutch merchants, was not unlawful for the Dutch. The relativity o f the concept o f illegal
is clearly reflected in the different trade policies developed by the various empires. West
Indies policies could be grouped into two opposing groups. On the one hand, there were
closed ports, which were ports where only exchange between citizens o f the same empire
was allowed. Closed ports were characteristic o f the British, Spanish and French during
the eighteenth century. On the other hand, there were open ports: these were ports where
people from different origins could sell and buy products. These ports were common in
small empires like the Dutch and Danish. The success o f open port colonies depended on
the continuity o f closed port policies and the negligence of the closed port empires to
fulfill the needs o f their colonies. Thus, open and closed port policies maintained a
symbiotic relationship that serves to define imperial interaction globally.
Despite the unique characteristics o f the Caribbean region, previous studies such
as Mintz’s Sweetness and Power (1985) have considered the Caribbean as part of a larger
world system because o f the trade connections between the two continents. However, the
structure o f the Caribbean trade suggests that European and Caribbean trade were two
different systems. This topic will be further discussed in Chapter II. In order to
understand the uniqueness o f the area and the exclusive roles that each European empire
played in the economic development o f the colonies it is necessary to closely analyze
each empire’s policies for their colonies. Then, it will be possible to define the type of
role they played in the Caribbean trade system and how it differed from the one played in
the European system.
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1 Protectionist or closed ports policies

Although the Spanish, British, and French empires were continually at war with
each other, they shared a common interest in the New World. Their common purpose
was to settle the Americas and to make the colonies produce wealth for the home country.
To accomplish these goals, these empires set two priorities: to provide the colonies with
manual labor, which meant bringing slaves to the New World, and to export products
from the colonies. Given the environments o f the colonies, sugar, coffee and cotton
quickly became the staples of the colonies; hence, the policies established for the New
World were created around the production of these goods. Plantations often grew food to
feed their own workers, but at times virtually the whole production o f these staples was
exported. This meant that each colony, and in turn the whole society, necessarily
depended on long distance trade to market its commodities and to import essential
supplies, people and food (Curtin 1991: 3).
Whatever the institutional forms, the European powers agreed on the proper goal
o f commercial regulation. The national shipping o f a country was responsible for
economic exchange abroad. Each empire was to supply manufactured goods to the
colonies and return with raw materials to its home country. Each colonial power ruled
over its national sector o f the plantation complex, keeping it hermetically sealed from
contact with any other empire. Such goals, however ideal in concept, were impossible to
attain in actuality. For example, during the seventeenth century a lack o f African trading
posts led Spain to permit Portuguese, and later other foreign shippers, to supply slaves to
its Spanish colonies (Curtin 1991: 27-28).
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1.1 British trade policies
British trade policies o f the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are characterized
in two ways: closed ports and open ports. In 1651, the British Empire excluded foreign
participation in trade in most o f its new colonies, allowing only its own citizens to trade
in its colonial harbors. These protectionist policies enabled the British to obtain a virtual
monopoly of the British West Indies market for products o f tropical agriculture. The
objectives of these policies were to protect Britain’s own economic shipping interest and
to insure the exportations o f the colonies’ products to the home country.
During the seventeenth century, trade between England and the West Indies was
carried on in at least four different ways. At times, settlers relied on the fortuitous arrival
o f a ship bringing reinforcements, stores and provisions, for which they could barter their
tobacco, indigo, cotton, and other products. Other times, planters sold their products to
British merchants, avoiding risks such as transportation across the sea. Additionally,
island merchants established their own businesses and employed an agent in Britain to
make consignments. Finally, planters marketed their own products, cosigning them to an
agent in London who saw to their ultimate disposal, for a fee.
The use o f British intermediaries or trade agents was better known as the
commission system, which was only adopted in Jamaica, the Leeward Islands, and
Barbados. The agent had to obtain a certificate of discharge, pay customs, store the
products, and conduct the sale. The use o f an agent or a middleman increased the cost o f
production; thus, for most o f the eighteenth century, the colonial British planters were
unable to deliver sugar to Europe at the same price as the planters o f the French, Dutch,
and Danish islands (Ward 1991: 81).
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British protectionist policies subordinated the interests o f the colonial planters to
those o f Britain. For example, the British planters lost their right to buy from and sell to
Dutch traders, whose initial acceptance o f ‘moderate gains by trade’ helped to set the
British colonies on their feet when they first were established. British=colonists were
forced to conform to the high prices and low profits the British system offered. Hence,
colonial British planters were unintentionally encouraged to reach out to a wider and
freer market than that provided by their own island (Davies 1991: 102-110).
Though closed port policies were implemented as protectionist measures for
Britain’s benefit, the British Empire did open some ports to free trade. These open port
policies permitted the admission o f small vessels from non-British colonies into certain
British West Indies ports, including Jamaica, Cura 9 ao and Trinidad. Open port policies
provided the option o f trading goods that did not compete with British merchandise and
exporting commodities that could be marketed to foreign countries (Armytage 1953: 2).
British open port policies were designed especially to export products to other
empires, particularly the Spanish colonies. During the colonial period the European
empires were continually in war; St. Thomas and Cura 9 ao offered serious competition
against British open ports, which is why Danish and Dutch islands became military
targets (e.g. seven years war in the 1760s). Although the Danish managed to remain
neutral longer than the Dutch, St. Thomas was captured by the British during different
European wars and its stream o f commerce diverted to British channels (Armytage 1953:
111). By 1808, the British were in control o f most economically prosperous islands in
the Caribbean, especially the entrepots o f St. Thomas and Cura 9 ao. Open port policies, or
the free port system, necessarily depended on smuggling because their success relied on
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the limited access o f the New World colonies to certain products. As long as smuggling
was the most profitable way o f trading with the Spanish colonies, free port trade
flourished. Hence, “the decline o f the British free port system came through the
independence o f the Spanish Indies, which made it no longer necessary to carry on the
trade between Britain and South America under the flag o f the smuggler” (Armytage
1953: 135). Illegal trade was no longer needed in the Caribbean because the British and
Spanish colonies were independent; thus, the previous limited trade imposed by the
empires was not longer in practice. The abolition o f trade restrictions is the reason for
the economic decay o f Dutch colonies during the mid-nineteenth century.

1.2 French trade policies
The British commission system and French trade policies had in common the use
o f intermediaries to sale and transport products to Europe. The planters in the French
colonies sold their sugar to a French or local merchant, who in turn would sell it to a third
party. In compensation, the merchant obtained a percentage o f money and the remainder
went to the planter. This web o f credit limited the planters to particular French firms,
forcing the planters to accept fewer profits from the French merchants (Curtin 1991: 36).
In theory, French planters were responsible for selling their sugar and supplying
ships to transport it to France. Four main ways to transport the sugar were utilized by the
planters. Firstly, the planter could transport directly. This meant the planter had direct
relations with merchants in French ports. A second means involved exchange on site.
Planters who did not want to use commissioners had to limit their exchange to the ships
that arrived in the port. Thirdly, a planter could transport indirectly. By this means, the
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planter used a middleman or Creole merchant settled on the island; this merchant had the
same skills as the commissioner. The planter could sell the product to the middleman, or
the merchant could represent the planter in France. Finally, planters could transport via
the “Martinique way,” another indirect means. In this manner, the planter used a
commissioner in Martinique because these particular commissioners offered commercial
opportunities and judicial guarantees that commissioners from islands like Guadeloupe
did not. However, the planter had to transport the sugar to Martinique and pay the
Martinique middlemen.
Indirect means o f transporting sugar led planters to believe that commissioners
were abusing their monopoly o f the trade because at the end o f the transaction there was a
small profit for the planters; meanwhile, the merchants accused the planters o f subverting
the entire colonial system by illegally trading with foreigners. In spite o f numerous laws,
illegal trade was a major business in the French West Indies, and it undoubtedly
consumed a significant portion o f the French colonial sugar crop. The most notorious
smugglers were from Guadeloupe and Saint Domingue. Schnakenbourg (1972)
estimated that between 1667 and 1789, anywhere from 17 to 60% o f the annual
Guadaloupean sugar crop went to smugglers through the direct sale o f the crop to
captains other than French in exchange for flour, wine, or manufactured goods from
Europe. It was illegal for the French West Indian planters to sell sugar to foreigners or to
purchase any commodities from them. However, in areas that proved to be unpopular
with French merchants, such as the Lesser Antilles and Saint Domingue (Haiti), many
planters came to depend upon the services o f British, American or Dutch smugglers.
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After the Seven Years War (1756-1763), France allowed its colonists to sell
unwanted beverages such as syrup to foreigners. Thus, one way o f smuggling was to use
the name o f these unwanted beverage products instead o f “sugar”; for example, barrels
labeled “syrup” were filled with sugar and sold openly to foreigners. Illicit transactions
affected the colonial economy. According to merchants, massive foreign purchases
raised sugar prices in the islands, but low foreign shipping costs plus government
subsidies prevented similar price increases in Europe. Although French merchants had a
theoretical monopoly over most kinds o f sales to the islands, foreigners subverted that
monopoly, particularly from 1744 to 1783, and introduced vast quantities o f slaves, flour,
cod, and manufactured goods (Stein 1991: 96).

1.3 Spanish trade policies
When the Spanish first arrived in the Caribbean, they settled in Puerto Rico,
Hispaniola and Cuba, but by the end o f the eighteenth century their wealth and strength
were centered in Mexico and Peru. The trade between Spain and its colonies was closed
to foreign ships, but the lack o f Spanish ports in Africa led to the acceptance of
Portuguese ships in some Spanish ports in order to sell slaves (e.g. La Habana). Despite
stringent Spanish trade policies, Spanish governors in the New World were conscious o f
the empire’s negligence in fulfilling their colonies’ needs for supplies; therefore,
governors often overlooked illicit trade with other colonies -such as the exchange
between Spain’s Cuba and Britain’s Jamaica. In other cases, special policies were
designed to allow Cubans to buy slaves from the British, French, Dutch, and Portuguese;
however, this exchange was limited through the Asientos, which were contracts that gave
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the right to any individual o f any country to deliver slaves in the Spanish empire. Later,
the Asientos were limited to companies o f the Portuguese, French and, after 1713, the
British. Cubans also exchanged slaves for cash, dyewoods and hides in Jamaica and
Dominica (Knight 1991: 69).
The Spanish hermetic trade system and the large number o f New World colonies
led to the creation of many trade companies: the Real Compahia Mercantil de La Habana
for Cuba (1740), the Compahia de Caracas for the Venezuelan coast (1728) and the
Compahia de Barcelona for Puerto Rico and Hispaniola (1755). Although these trade
companies had complete control o f trade, they were not very effective. The Real
Compahia frequently failed to supply an adequate amount o f goods or slaves to Cuba and
often purchased products from the island planters at the lowest possible rates, giving little
profit to the planters. Thus, contraband trade became the largest outlet for Cuban
products.
With the failure o f the trade companies, a Cedula Real in 1789 opened the ports in
three different ways. Firstly, foreigners and Spaniards were allowed to sell and buy as
many slaves as they could in specific ports. The acquisition of larger amounts o f manual
labor through these opened ports allowed Cuba to become the leading Spanish colony in
the exportation o f sugar (Knight 1991: 75). Secondly, not only French settlers were
openly invited to settle in Spanish colonies but also special dispensations were granted to
those French who imported slaves and engaged in the barter o f human lives. Finally, the
Cedula Real encouraged Spanish colonies to welcome runaway French and British slaves
who could show a “legitimate” claim to freedom and to protect those slaves from their
former owners. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Trinidad became the
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common asylum for fugitives o f every description until the British occupation (Scott
1996: 135).
By the time the Spanish colonies began to struggle for independence in earnest, a
Cedula de Gracias in 1815 allowed them to open ail ports to foreign trade. This Cedula
permitted the Spanish colonies, as well, to abolish the ecclesiastical tithe, to promote
emigration from friendly Catholic countries, and to reduce the duties on slave,
agricultural implement and machinery imports (Knight 1991: 69). The Cedula also
aimed to improve the welfare of the Spanish colonies and to stifle the wish for selfgovernment.

The British, French and Spanish empires attempted to control trade with their
colonies without openly recognizing their lack o f resources to fulfill the needs of
colonies. This negligence in fulfilling these needs, coupled with closed ports, prompted
colonists to blatantly disregard extant trade policies via open exchange policies. This
wanton disregard o f the home country’s trade policy adversely affected the empire while
conversely serving to promote the growth o f the colonies.

2. Open trade policies

The Dutch and the Danish settlements in the West Indies were substantially
different from their neighbors. These differences lay in how these settlements evolved,
why they were created, and what the politics o f their mother countries happened to be;
however, like their neighbors, the Dutch and Danish used trade companies, such as the
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Dutch West India Company and the Copenhagen and Brandenburg Companies,
respectively. These trade companies proved to be essential in the development o f these
entrepots, as were the open port policies these empires embraced in their settlements.

2.1 Danish trade policies
The Danish came to the Caribbean with the intention o f producing sugar for
Denmark, but their neutral political position placed them as middlemen in exchange
between various empires in conflict. In Copenhagen, the Danish formed the West India
and Guinea Company in 1671 and in that same year took possession o f St. Thomas. The
objective o f the Company was to cultivate soil, rather than commerce. The Company’s
inability to engage in commerce that extended beyond that o f sending a single ship
annually to the coast o f Africa for manual labor led the Danish to sign a treaty with the
Duchy o f Brandenburg in 1685, which allowed a company o f Brandenburgers to establish
a trading post in St. Thomas (Knox 1970: 57).
The Brandenburg Company’s primary objective was exchange. Its alliance with
Denmark provided it with protection at sea because o f Denmark’s neutral position in
wartime. This neutrality proved to aid tremendously in attaining a high level of
prosperity in St. Thomas, as pirate booties frequently brought to St. Thomas’s port were
sold, establishing an extensive entrepot o f products from many countries and permitting
the island to become a resort o f trading vessels from all areas o f the West Indies and
South America (Knox 1970: 97).
In 1707, Pere Labat in his Voyage aux Isles de VAmerique described St. Thomas
as a renowned trade port:
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Denmark being almost always neutral in the wars o f Europe, the port o f St.
Thomas is open to all nations. During peace, it serves as an entrepot for the
commerce which the French, English, Spaniards, and Dutch, do not dare to pursue
openly on their own islands; and in time o f war, it is the refuge o f merchant ships
when pursued by privateers. On the other hand, the privateers send their prizes here
to be sold, when they are not disposed to send them to a greater distance. A great
many small vessels also proceed from St. Thomas to the coasts of South America,
whence they bring back much riches in specie or in bars, and valuable merchandise.
In a word, St. Thomas is a market of great consequence. [Labat 1707: 285, cited by
Knox 1970: 62]
As the Bradenburg Company’s success grew, particularly in St. Thomas as Labat
indicated, the Danish West India Company and the Danish colonists were envious o f the
Brandenburg Company’s ability to capitalize economically in Danish territory. Thus, in
1687 the Danish king Christian V permitted vessels belonging to Copenhagen, Bergen,
and Christiana to trade in St. Thomas, allowing these vessels to compete with the
Brandenburg Company and to share the advantages o f commerce St. Thomas offered
(Knox 1970: 58).
By 1716 the treaty with the Brandenburg Company ended (Knox 1970: 65), and
by 1750, the Copenhagen Company had monopolized the raw sugar trade o f St. Thomas,
establishing a refinery which allowed them to charge high prices. This price gouging
ultimately spawned dissension among colonial planters. In 1755, upon hearing colonial
critics decry the monopoly the Copenhagen Company had developed in St. Thomas, the
Danish King attempted to neutralize the growing planter discontent through the purchase
o f the company. A year later, commerce in St. Thomas had declined so much that the
inhabitants o f the island petitioned for conversion to a free port, but it was not until 1764
that the ports o f St. Thomas and St. John were declared open to all nations (Knox 1970:
87).
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By 1792, the commercial prosperity o f the island increased, owing in large part to
the wars in Europe. Because o f Denmark’s neutrality, St. Thomas was able to market
products from all o f the European colonies. Large importations o f merchandise arrived
from Europe, along with flour and other provisions from the United States, which were
immediately sold and dispersed among the British, Spanish and French colonies (Knox
1970: 101).
In 1801, St. Thomas fell into British hands. Both the British and the French
occupied the island for fifteen years, but in 1815 it was returned to Danish hands. During
the periods o f British occupation, market goods increased in price, and a scarcity of
German, French, Spanish, and Italian commodities prevailed, as the island was no longer
neutral territory. For example, American products shipped to the island were received
through St. Barts, a Swedish colony that was a free port at the time. During the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, on any occasion when Denmark forsook her
neutrality in wartime, the island of St. Thomas quickly became the first target of British
attack. In fact, in each case St. Thomas was captured by the British and her trade
diverted to British channels (Armytage 1953: 97).
By 1824 European empires recognized the seriousness o f the revolutions
occurring in the Spanish colonies; hence, St. Thomas and Puerto Rico, as well as other
Spanish colonies o f the South American mainland, established new trade relations in the
Caribbean. At the same time, emigrants from Spanish provinces and colonies fighting for
independence sought refuge in St. Thomas (Knox 1970: 94). These new relationships
that developed between rebellious colonies and free ports, however, were merely
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ephemeral because neutral ports were no longer necessary after the Spanish colonies
gained independence from Spain.

2.2 Dutch trade policies
The United Provinces o f the Netherlands transformed the entire social face o f the
British islands through a free trade policy in their colonies, particularly in St. Eustatius
and Curasao while under Dutch rule. The open ports o f these colonies allowed trade to
occur between nations at war (Barka 2001: 103). The free trade policy also aided in the
introduction o f the cultivation o f sugar to these colonies by providing the manual labor
necessary for the undertaking, namely African slaves who were used to produce it, and by
marketing and popularizing the crop in Europe.
In the Caribbean, Dutch traders pursued two key economic policies. Firstly, when
a variety o f competitors threatened Dutch economic livelihood in the area, Dutch traders
called for “freedom o f the seas,” unilaterally opposing any restrictions other governments
placed on trade. Secondly, the Dutch set up forts from which they controlled the native
population in order to obtain economic goods and ruthlessly drove off or sank ships from
other nations (Rogozinski 1992: 59).
Since the Dutch and Spanish were enemies in Europe, the Dutch sank Spanish
ships mercilessly and pursued illegal trade with the Spanish colonies. In contrast, the
Dutch took a friendlier attitude toward the newly established French and British colonies.
The Dutch provided these colonies with supplies and supported their industries. French
and British planters preferred Dutch traders simply because the Dutch traders offered
better terms o f exchange than either France or Great Britain.
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In the 1620s and 1630s, large fleets employed by the Dutch West India Company
dominated the Caribbean Sea. The United Provinces o f the Netherlands established the
West India Company in 1621 primarily to wage war in the Caribbean through the
vehicles o f piracy and conquest. Dutch influence in Pernambuco and Olinda and the
Portuguese fortress of Elmina permitted them to gain control o f the international sugar
and Atlantic slave trades during most o f the seventeenth century. The Dutch were also
interested in salt trade. During the sixteenth century their main source o f salt were
Iberian ports but due to the increase o f its price the Dutch had to look for new ways to
acquire it (Goslinga 1971). By the 1630s, the search for salt led the Dutch traders to
occupy the islands o f St. Maarten, St. Eustatius, and Saba. By the eighteenth century, the
Dutch colonies were known for their free ports, principally St. Eustatius, from which the
French and British Caribbean colonies illegally imported and exported goods to avoid
their respective government tariffs (Rogozinski 1992: 59).
In 1646, the Dutch West India Company failed. Its directors reorganized the
company into a commercial organization that supplied slaves and goods to colonies of
other countries, relying on the Dutch state for protection. With these goals of a
commercial organization set, the Dutch West India Company was rechartered in 1647.
Once again, though, the company bankrupted during the Third Dutch War in 1674. The
Dutch attempted to reorganize it once more, but on this occasion the company was
reestablished as the administrator o f the Dutch colonies and as a slaving company. This
reorganization secured the company’s viability, and the Dutch West India Company
survived until 1799 (Rogozinski 1992: 59).
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Between 1662 and 1689, Spain allowed Dutch merchants to ship slaves into its
Spanish American colonies. Although it remained illegal, the Spanish government
tolerated the exchange o f other countries’ goods (Rogozinski 1992: 59). During the
Second (1665-1667) and Third (1672-1678) Dutch Wars the British and French destroyed
the Dutch commercial power by taking control over their most important colonies.
Henceforth, Great Britain flourished as the supreme slaving nation in the Atlantic world
Although Dutch merchants lost their dominance o f trade in the Atlantic during the 1680s,
they remained highly competitive carriers. During the eighteenth century Dutch imports
increased. By the end o f the century, most Dutch slavers headed to St. Eustatius to
supply the French market (Rogozinski 1992: 59) and to Curasao to supply the Spanish
mainland colonies.
The success o f the Dutch was contingent upon two factors: certain commercial
advantages and an eclectic population in their colonies caused by a lack o f Dutch
immigrants. The relative sophistication o f the Dutch finance system was reflected in its
capacity to offer to planters long-term loans with low interest charges. The small size o f
Dutch ships and their better design allowed them to charge cheaper rates and to sell
European goods at lower prices than their European competitors. Because tariffs and
freight charges were lower, French and British planters often made larger profits on sales
to the Netherlands. The Dutch lacked emigrants due to well-organized relief for their
lower class in the United Provinces o f the Netherlands; additionally, the Dutch needed
the work force at home to supply labor to the East India Company, whose trade was more
lucrative (Emer 1996: 208). Hence, the Dutch colonies o f the New World were inhabited
by colonists from many European countries, and later from American colonies. The
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multi-ethnic population o f the island is reflected in the material culture found in
archaeological excavations; for example, there was a token issued in 1771 by a British
merchant who probably owned a shop in the island (see Chapter IV). Furthermore, Dutch
merchants reputedly paid little attention to political and religious differences when
conducting trade.
The aggressive anti-Spanish policies o f the Dutch West India Company aided the
rapid rise and prompted the decline o f the Dutch in the Atlantic. A policy of
confrontation led the Dutch to both conquer and lose territories rapidly. In contrast, most
o f the British and French occupations became permanent because these colonies were
interested in settlement and long-term production.
The many wars between France, Britain and Spain benefited the Dutch ports
because o f the neutral position the Dutch chose to take. The most active Dutch entrepots
were Cura 9 ao and St. Eustatius. Neither Aruba nor Bonaire developed as Cura9 ao did,
both remaining economic subsidiaries to Cura 9 ao by supplying salt. The development of
St. Maarten and Saba also remained limited (Emmer 1996:208). The difference between
Cura 9 ao and St. Eustatius lay in the products they exchanged. Cura 9 ao, as a result o f its
relationship with the Spanish American mainland, had two main products to move: slaves
and cocoa. The shipment o f slaves via Cura9 ao was meant to target Spanish American
colonies, mainly Venezuela where the economy was not as expansive as that o f the
Caribbean sugar islands. Therefore, the demand for slaves remained constant, though the
increase in importation o f them rose slowly.
In contrast, the slave trade o f St. Eustatius targeted the Spanish and French islands
in its vicinity, supplying slaves to the growing sugar plantations (Emmer 199: 216). In
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1756, facing a growing threat from the Danish economic stronghold o f St. Thomas, the
Dutch removed customs duties on merchandise that arrived in Dutch ports. During the
eighteenth and part o f the nineteenth centuries, St. Eustatius rose to be one o f the most
important trade ports in the Caribbean. However, this role changed for the island after the
American Revolution because the need for intermediaries between the American colonies
and foreign merchants no longer existed.
As a result o f their flexibility and non-discrimination in business, as well as their
sophistication in means o f transport, Dutch traders attained the most economic success in
the West Indies, making them kings, o f a sort, o f the Caribbean trade. Although the
Danish were renowned for neutrality, they lacked the seasoned experience and fiscal
acuity o f the Dutch when it came to economic exchange. Largely, the success o f St.
Thomas relied upon the flexibility o f the Danish empire and the diversity o f the
population that inhabited the island. Ironically the most successful merchants o f St.
Thomas were Dutch.

Historical studies related to the Caribbean usually approach the region in two
ways. They analyze only one empire and its colonies (e.g. Knox 1970, Emmer 1996) or
they emphasize in the differences between European empires. These two approaches
give the appearance o f empires driven by very opposed principles (e.g.Rogozinski 1992,
Davies 1991). However, the close analysis o f trade principles reveals similarities
between the economic measures taken by European empires for the colonies in the New
World. The search for similarities instead o f differences simplifies the trade dynamic in
the Caribbean. Two disparate trade policies in effect during the eighteenth and part o f the
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nineteenth centuries in the Caribbean, open and closed port policies, set the stage for the
type o f relations that empires and colonies developed in the region. Each empire,
whether British, French, Spanish, Danish or Dutch, established a trading structure that
served to benefit the mother country more than her colonies. In some cases the structure
proved viable; however, when the structure adversely affected the livelihood o f colonies
or colonists, trade policies were clandestinely transgressed.
Regardless o f whether these policies achieved their original intent, the exchange
connections that evolved as a result became the key to survival for the American
colonies. The networks that were created, independent o f the type o f relationships that
developed, formed a trade system that was favorable for both the Caribbean and the
American colonies. Since the objective o f this thesis is to analyze the role o f Dutch and
in particular o f St. Eustatius in the Caribbean trade, it is necessary to know the history o f
the island before analyzing of the Caribbean trade systems.

3. St. Eustatius

The French first settled St. Eustatius in 1629, but abandoned it soon after. The
Dutch settled it permanently in 1636 (Hartog 1976). Unlike most Dutch colonies in the
Caribbean, St. Eustatius was originally intended to be an agricultural colony, producing
tobacco, sugar, and cotton for export (Barka 2001: 107,119). However, St. Eustatius
became known as the West Indies’ premier trading entrepot. Throughout the remainder
o f the seventeenth century the island was a major supplier o f European goods and slaves.
During the following century, this trade was so profitable that the colony was known as
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“the Golden Rock.” Large quantities o f products could be bought and sold—legally or
illegally—encouraging foreign merchants to open shops in the island.
St. Eustatius was only a staging point enroute to other destinations, principally the
Netherlands and the British colonies on the America mainland. The island was known as
a major Caribbean depot that supplied arms and goods to North America during the
American Revolution (Barka 2001: 103). The North American trade became especially
important for both sides during the American fight for independence; for example,
gunpowder was often transported marked as tea, molasses and the like. This trade was
very profitable for the Dutch, who made as much as a 120% profit on gunpowder
(Howard 1991). After the American Revolution St. Eustatius decreased in importance
because the restrictions on trade were no longer in practice.
Dutch merchants also came into contact with the area between the Orinoco and
the Amazon rivers on the mainland o f South America. They conducted illicit trade with
other Spanish colonies such as Trinidad and Santa Margarita (Ypie 1976) and some ports
in Nueva Granada such as Cartagena and Mompos. The Dutch at StEustatius were rich
and prosperous because they were the distributors o f European commodities to the
neighboring French islands (Stein 1991: 97).
From its initial settlement, St. Eustatius exchanged hands on at least twenty-two
occasions, almost continuously passing from Dutch to British or French control (Barka
2001: 107). The period between 1781 and 1816 is characterized by continual flux o f
control. This period started with the British invasion led by Admiral George Rodney in
February o f 1781. The capture o f St. Eustatius was followed by the closing o f the port.
As Rodney described, “All the Magazines and Storehouses are filled, and even the Beach
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covered with Tobacco and Sugar” (Rodney cited by Howard n.d). The closing o f the port
threw the trade networks o f the Caribbean into chaos until the island was captured by
French armies (Eastman 1996). In November 1781, the French fleet under the command
o f the Chavelier de Girardin took by surprise the island.
By 1783 the war was over and the island was returned to Dutch control in 1784.
By 1790 the trade networks were re-established. In 1795 the island came under French
control once again until in 1801 the British took control (Hartog 1976). A year later, they
returned the island to the Dutch but they re-took it from 1810 to 1816.
By 1816, when the Dutch were officially recognized as governors o f the colony,
the political economy o f the Caribbean had changed. The end of the eighteenth century
and the beginning o f the nineteenth century were characterized by the independence o f
American colonies from the British and the Spanish empires. The elimination o f the
restrictions on trade imposed by these European empires led to the establishment o f open
trade in most o f the New World and the elimination o f intermediaries in obtaining desired
products. Hence, the merchants from St. Eustatius could not reestablish their previous
illicit trade networks, and the island was relegated to a peripheral role in the trade o f the
Americas.

The understanding o f the context o f the Caribbean and St. Eustatius in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries facilitates the analysis of the Caribbean as a trade
system. The following chapter attempts to explain how this system, namely o f the
intricately involved exchange networks heretofore examined, functioned and what roles
the empires active in Caribbean trade played as part o f this system.

CHAPTER n
WORLD SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

... I think everything in the world is ultimately connected to everything else
... connections within social configurations are marked by lines o f tension,
contradiction, and fracture, and they are exposed to the pressures generated in the
larger fields o f interaction that surround them. Societies and cultures have always
formed parts o f larger systems... (W olf 1997: X).

The histories o f empires, countries, and societies demonstrate that survival and
success depend necessarily on connections within and between them. These connections
primarily result from interaction based upon product acquisition, creating relationships
with different degrees o f dependence. This interdependence among societies generates a
web o f relations that establishes a system in which each component proves to be essential
and contributes to the performance o f each society’s structure. Each component o f the
system lends its own discrete characteristics to form the interconnected whole: “a
criterion o f systemic participation in a single world system is that no part o f this system
would be as it is or was if other parts were not as they are or were” (Gills and Frank
2002: 152). In other words, every context (time/place) and every component involved in
a system interact based on each component’s individual characteristics to create a unique
world system, which would change if any component is altered.
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The world system perspective, or world systems theoiy, emerged in the 1970s as a
critique o f the existing views in the social sciences, including developmentalism and
modernization, which prevailed during the 1960s (Wallerstein 2001: 266). For as many
proponents o f world systems perspective that exist there are an equal, if not greater,
number o f variations in the discourse that serve as points o f departure. Some years ago,
Straussfogel (1997) criticized the lack o f theoretical unity in world systems approach
based on the popularity o f its concepts and their manipulation from researchers to
accomplish a personal goal. She says
However, while certain key concepts reappear throughout the world system
literature, there is inconsistency in their definition and application and ambiguity as
to what world systems theory meant to represent. Is it to be an organizing and
explanatory framework for the past history o f world capitalism, or an aid to our
understanding o f the current global economy?... (Straussfogel 1997: 118)

There are two aspects to analyze in Straussfogel’s criticism, her claim of
inconsistency o f the definition o f world system approach and the different interpretations
that researchers have taken when they use this approach. Firstly, Wallerstein (1979)
defined a world system as a single division of labor that contains multiple cultures. This
division o f labor consists o f a network o f exchange o f fundamental goods (food and raw
materials) linking different societies. Chase-Dunn and Hall (1992: 88) support this
definition but they extend the exchange to trade, warfare, and intermarriage, which are
important, they say, for the reproduction o f internal structures. Today it seems that there
is a common understanding that world systems is an economic explanation which deals
principally with production, division o f labor, and networks o f exchange.
Secondly, the wide range o f applications is what makes world systems approach
attractive to researchers. The potential for its application is still explored in contexts
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different than the capitalist era. For example, Blanton and Feinman (1984) applied this
perspective to interpret some similarities and differences between Mesoamerican states. I
interpret Straussfogel’s criticism as her sense that world systems as a theory has an
inherently rigid character. On the contrary, world systems perspective is anything but
inflexible. Blanton (1984: 675) stated that an “interpretative advantage o f the Wallerstein
model is that it is dynamic”. The constant tension and competition between cores and
peripheries, and the potential for change and replacement o f either one does not permit a
rigid definition of what world system is or its applications. The relativity o f this
approach allows the use world systems perspective in topics that range from the English
sugar production and consumption (Mintz 1985) to Mesoamerican state relations
(Blanton 1984).
For the purpose o f this study, further disagreements will be overlooked, and the
following discussion focuses on defining the basic components o f a system in order to
evaluate the role o f the Dutch empire in the Caribbean market. Two main categories
composed a world system: core and periphery.
The terms core and periphery directly relate to production processes, referring to
societies where uneven production gives an advantage to the party producing a surplus.
Excess production generates unequal exchange, transferring surplus value from a direct
producer to another agent (Wallerstein 1982: 92). The state that controls the surplus
becomes the core o f the system.
Core states are recognized by their internal and external strengths. Activities in
the core focus on commodities that employ relatively skilled labor. The core area usually
specializes in capital-intensive production. Capital intensive production “is often in the
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manufacturing or industrial sector o f a national economy, but it may also be in the service
sector, the agricultural sector or other sector. The definition o f core production is not
restricted to ‘industry’ even though this is often the most capital-intensive sector” (ChaseDunn 1989: 207).
Chase-Dunn (1989: 285) suggests that generally a hegemonic core power supports
free trade, while those with less market power favor protection; however, such a
conclusion cannot be drawn without overgeneralizing. Specific case studies, such as the
Caribbean during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, contradict Chase-Dunn’s
suggestion. The great empires, including France, Spain, and Britain, opposed free trade
and fought Dutch and Danish policies o f open markets.
On the other hand, Stephen Krasner (1976, cited by Chase-Dunn 1989:285)
suggests that small core powers dependent on imports favor free trade. If the Dutch
empire can be considered a core power, Krasner’s suggestion correlates with how the
Dutch carried on exchange. However, it is necessary to further define and clarify the
concept o f core, as well as how the core functions within a world system before St.
Eustatius can be named as a core area in the Caribbean trade system.
The periphery, or the peripheral area, includes zones that depend on imports from
core states because these zones tend to be monocultural. Cash crops o f these zones are
produced in large estates by coerced labor (Wallerstein 1979:38). These activities o f
production do not involve capital-intensive technology (Chase-Dunn 1989: 347).
The structure o f the core/periphery relationship is characterized by domination
and exploitation (Chase-Dunn 1989:203). The hegemony o f the core states is based upon
advantages held over the lesser developed countries. Wallerstein defines hegemony as
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“an economic advantage caused by the concentration o f a certain type o f commodity
production within a single state” (Wallerstein 1984, cited by Chase-Dunn 1989:169).
Unequal exchange begins with a paucity o f commodities. Products pass between zones
in a manner such that scarce goods in one location can be acquired only at a higher value
than commodities available at any time. The most influential factor at work is the
production o f surplus and its transfer to a zonal area, creating a network o f dependence;
this is a relationship o f ‘coreness-peripherality’ (Wallerstein 1982: 31-32).
The fluctuation in status o f states known as hegemonic cores can be understood in
terms o f the formation o f leading sectors o f core production. The temporal concentration
o f these sectors transforms a state into the most economically and politically powerful
part o f the system. Hegemony ends when the state loses its ability to develop lead
industries before other states (Chase-Dunn 1989:172).
Relationships o f dependence between core and periphery have been extensively
explored in Latin America for the period preceding Columbus’s arrival. Previous
examinations have not limited their studies to one core or one periphery. The structure o f
a world system “does not conform to the unipolar model o f center-periphery
relations... we see more multipolar center-periphery relation on a world scale... Thus, the
world system, first in Euroasia before 1500 and globally after 1500, has always been
multicentric in structure” (Gills and Frank 2002: 156-157). This structural approach to
world systems theory creates a greater flexibility in the discourse because it allows the
perspective to be applied to regional, imperial or market contexts.
The structural approach to world systems theory has also brought to light a
potential third element in world systems: semiperiphery. According to Wallerstein, this
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term is applied to states in which a “roughly even balance o f core-like and peripheral-like
activity” (1982: 93) exists. A semiperipheral state exports products from core countries
to peripheral areas, and vice versa, at a congruent rate. Wallerstein’s definition o f the
semiperiphery does not grant particular or unique activities to the semiperipheral states.
However, semiperipheral areas do act to depolarize the core/periphery hierarchy reducing
the potential for conflict along the two poles. Christopher Chase-Dunn has modified the
definition o f core and peripheral activities, forming a continuum o f relatively capital
intensive/labor intensive forms of production. Taking into consideration this
modification, “it is hypothetically possible... for a semiperipheral area to contain a
uniformly intermediate level o f production with respect to the core/periphery continuum”
(Chase-Dunn 1989: 210-211).
Chase-Dunn proposes two kinds o f semiperipheries. The first type is comprised
o f a zone or area in which a balanced mix of core and peripheral activities occurs. The
second type consists o f areas in which there is a predominance o f activities at
intermediate levels related to the current world system distribution o f capital
intensive/labor intensive production (Chase-Dunn 1989: 212).
The concept o f semiperiphery becomes particularly relevant in the study o f trade
systems, as it permits the examination o f how the existence o f semiperipheral areas
affects core/periphery dynamics. Chase-Dunn highlights the advantages o f intermediate
area studies (1989:210-211). He states,
The semiperiphery idea is an important one because it enables us to focus
on how the existence o f intermediate regions affects core/periphery dynamics in
the world-system as a whole. It also encourages us to examine the ways in which
intermediate actors have different strategies, and intermediate states have different
developmental possibilities -different in the sense o f systematically differentiated
from either typical core or typical peripheral regions. (Chase-Dunn 1989: 210).
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The semiperipheral model has political consequences because an intermediate
force blurs the relation core/periphery, and the hegemony o f a state sometimes is
diminished by this middle power. This model is better exemplified in terms o f trading
networks, which is one manner o f spatial integration. This integration increases or
decreases according to the rise and fall o f hierarchies (Chase-Dunn and Hall 1994 cited
by Gills and Frank 2002: 165).
States tend to regulate trade and production and to protect certain producers via
the establishment of associations that are formulated to guarantee market advantages.
Chase Dunn declares, “Every capital is anxious to obtain political protection o f its own
markets and resources” (1989: 65). This idea is better understood in terms of states’
commerce structures during the seventeenth century. Throughout that century the
greatest trade companies were created to control the seas and the colonies. These
companies included the Dutch East India Company and the Dutch West India Company
(Dutch, 1602 and 1621), the Guinea Company (Swedish, 1647), the Company of Royal
Adventurers (British, 1663), replaced later by the Royal African Company (also British,
1672), the French West India Company (French, 1664), replaced later by the Senegal
Company (also French, 1673), the Danish West India Company (Danish, 1671) and the
Brandenburg African Company (Brandenburger, 1682).
The Dutch, British, and French companies reached such high positions in their
respective governments that they operated their own armies and navies and fought wars
with each other, as well as against Asians. With such great power, these corporations
became virtual branches o f their respective European states and governments (Curtin
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1991: 26). These companies were able to govern the colonies as well as control trade. In
addition to trade companies, states also created agencies that were granted general
oversight o f overseas affairs. Some o f these agencies included the Spanish Council o f the
Indies and the Casa de Contratacion in Seville, the French Ministere de la Marine and the
British Board o f Trade and Plantations.
Whatever the institutional forms, the European powers had the goal of
commercial regulation in mind (Curtin 1991: 27-28). The interweave o f these
organizations and the consequent relations within and between states forms a world
system. This is “a whole social system (not necessarily global) composed o f cultural,
normative, economic, political, and military relations which is bounded by a territorial
network o f regularized exchange o f material goods” (Chase-Dunn 1989: 348).
Finally, it is important to understand the inherent fluidity and relativity o f world
systems perspective. The constant tension between cores and peripheries and cores and
semiperipheries causes times o f crisis and re-organization o f the system. Wallerstein
explains
... in this kind o f system it is not structurally possible to avoid, over a long
period o f historical time a circulation of elites in the sense that the particular country
that is dominant at a given time tends to be replaced in this role sooner or later by
another country (Wallerstein1974: 350 cited by Blanton 1984: 675).
The periods o f crisis and reorganization are very common during the existence o f
a system. Wallerstein only considers replacement as the alternative for the system to
reach stability. However, the reality is that replacement does not apply for in every case.
The semiperipheral component can be eliminated even though it is the link between cores
and peripheries. The role o f semiperipheral states is not essential for all systems. When
a direct relation between cores and peripheries is possible, the role o f semiperipheral
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states is eliminated. Although the direct relations create closer associations between core
and peripheries, it can be argue that the economic gap and the tension between them
increases. The absence o f semiperipheries weakens the peripheries even more and the
possibility to change dominant roles is small because cores have total power over the
production. Perhaps the elimination o f semiperipheries is the explanation to the success
and persistence o f the capitalist system.

I. Trade and world systems in the colonial period

In order to understand the hierarchical order o f the Caribbean world system more
fully, it is necessary to explore two aspects o f the system that were directly involved in
the production processes and the transfer o f goods between cores and peripheries, namely
trade and war. Though trade and warfare during the period o f European expansion fed
upon each other, each expansion strategy maintained different principles o f organization.
The aforementioned merchant companies regulated trade. Warfare triggered the
development o f the military, whose objectives sometimes coincided with trading
activities and other times obstructed the growth o f trading relations (W olf 1997: 106) and
the ease o f access to luxury commodities.
As previously explained, most o f the European empires followed a protectionist
trade policy, which in many cases was reinforced by the military. However, the lack o f
commodities in certain areas prompted the transgression o f internal trade rules.
According to Wallerstein, “ ...in the real world o f historical capitalism, almost all
commodity chains o f any importance have traversed these state frontiers... the
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transnationality of commodity chains is as descriptively true of the sixteenth century
capitalist world” (1982: 31-32).
The world systems structure brings to light the antithetical principle o f policies
implemented within the trading system (see Chapter I). “The concept that one ought to
restrict one’s political involvement to one’s own state” (Wallerstein 1982: 50) contradicts
the desire to expand and influence other groups, but the logical course o f action for the
empires was to control their colonies by extracting any useful resource and by controlling
the colonists’ access to imported products. Many mother countries were not interested in
the advancement o f the colonies, which is why negligence in fulfilling colonists’ needs
persisted in most colonies.
The producers within a commodity chain desire freedom o f movement in order to
compete in the world market (Wallerstein 1982: 50). Market is defined by Polanyi as “a
meeting place for the purpose o f barter or buying and selling” (1957: 56). For Polanyi,
neither local nor long-distance markets are competitive; thus, there is little need to create
territorial trade. Additionally, Polanyi states that in their early stages “local markets are
o f little consequence” (Polanyi 1957: 58). This may ring true in the modem era, but in
the eighteenth century Caribbean, the long distance market was more profitable than the
local one and even more so if that market was outside an empire’s territory. In cases such
as Guadeloupe, the local market was used to camouflage illegal trade with other empires
(Schnakenbourg 1972).
Long distance and illegal trade emerge not only as a means to acquire products o f
primary need but also to obtain luxury commodities. These products are considered
exotic goods or high status markers (e.g. Chinese porcelain, imported tobacco pipes, etc).
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The luxury export refers to products with a socially low value that are obtained at high
prices because they are considered unusual (Wallerstein 1989: 132). Samir Amin blames
the high prices o f such goods on a general ignorance o f commodities cost production.
The rarity of these items plays a role in fixing the prices, while the buyers agree to pay
high prices because they ignore the cost o f production. As trade expands, this ignorance
disappears; therefore, the success o f a market or a trade port lasts as long as the buyers
ignore the cost o f production, the means o f transportation, or the production connections
(Amin 1980, cited by Chase-Dunn and Hall 1989).
The knowledge o f cost o f production, the control o f means o f transportation, and
the access to production centers creates inequity and marks the success o f one particular
group over another. Dutch merchants were renowned for mastering these three aspects.
As a result o f their prowess, the Dutch played an active role in world trade and, in
particular, in the Caribbean trade o f the eighteenth century.
The Caribbean area during the colonial period provides a unique example o f how
trade policies and states interact in a world system. As Mintz states,
Caribbean people have always been entangled with a wider world, for the
region has, since 1492 been caught up in skeins o f imperial control, spun in
Amsterdam, London, Paris, Madrid, and other European and North American
centers o f the world power. (Mintz 1985: xvi).

During the eighteenth century many states were involved in the import and export
o f products to and from the New World; thus, many o f the states involved in the
Caribbean functioned as core and peripheral areas. This particular example aids in the
explanation o f why the world system “is not viewed as having always been composed of
a single core and single periphery, but rather o f an interlinked set o f center-periphery
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complexes...joined together in an overall ensemble” (Gills 1994; Frank 1994 cited by
Gills and Frank 2002: 156-157).
Some scholars would argue that the interconnected network o f Caribbean trade
was not a world system, per se. Wallerstein, for example, does not believe that mere
trade makes a system (Gills and Frank 2002: 154). However, for the purposes of this
present argument I will consider the Caribbean market o f the colonial period a world
system because it does indeed fulfill the structural criteria o f a world system. These
criteria include the Caribbean area being multicentric, its parts being involved in
production processes, and a hierarchy existing between the different elements. Although
Mintz (1985) approaches the Caribbean as part o f a larger system, the analysis o f the
internal structure o f the Caribbean suggests that despite the connections with Europe, the
structure o f the region is somewhat independent o f the structure o f the European trade
system. Its independence is based in the differentiation in the roles played by the same
states in Europe and the Caribbean, and in the particular context where the dynamic of
trading networks was characterized by the interactions o f many states within a small
space. At the end the definition o f the Caribbean as a world system depends on the way
the region is approached. Mintz studied the Caribbean from Europe; in contrast, I
approach the Caribbean from the inside this allows me to consider other relations besides
the ones with Europe.
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2. St. Eustatius: core or semiperiphery?

The United Provinces o f the Netherlands was an eclectic state. Rampant religious
persecution across Europe brought to the provinces refugees with skills that contributed
to the development o f production enterprises and with capital that promoted the local
manufacture o f goods. According to Chase-Dunn, this “competitive advantage in
production was first evinced in the herring fisheries, which captured a large share o f this
staple market in the Baltic and the expanding Atlantic economy” (1989:180).
The Dutch were adept producers o f a variety o f goods (e.g. pottery, pipes, sugar,
tobacco, ships). In the Caribbean, their strength was rooted in their business acuity.
Their trade policies (see chapter I) and their improved means of transportation (faster
ships) gave them an edge over other empires involved in the region’s trade.
The trade structure that characterized the Dutch empire was a model o f a capitalist
trading company. According to Wallerstein, “The East Indies Company w as... part
speculative enterprise, part long-term investment, part colonizer” (1989: 44). In contrast,
the Dutch West Indies Company was a mixture o f trade and religion; it was primarily
designed to carry war to the Atlantic sea. After its first bankruptcy, though, trade became
the main reason for its existence. The Dutch West Indies Company carried on the socalled triangle trade, which provided Europe with cotton, sugar and tobacco—all grown
with African slave labor—and the silver Europe used to obtain the spices and tea from
the East Indies (Wallerstein 1989:52). However, the Dutch were not the only ones with
these established trade routes. As Mintz describes,
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There grew up, in effect, two so-called triangles o f trade, both of which
arose in the seventeenth century and matured in the eighteenth. The first and most
famous triangle linked Britain to Africa and to the New World: finished goods were
sold to Africa, African slaves to the Americas, and the American tropical
commodities (especially sugar) to the mother country and her importing neighbors.
The second triangle functioned in a manner contradictory to the mercantilist ideal.
From New England went rum to Africa, whence slaves to the West Indies, whence
molasses back to New England (with which to make rum). The maturation o f this
second triangle put the New England colonies on a political collision course with
Britain, but the underlying problems were economic, taking on political import
precisely because they brought divergent economic interest into confrontation
(Mintz 1985: 43).

Although the English were an outstanding competitor, the Dutch connections and
transactions were more profitable. The Dutch supremacy in trade lasted as long as other
empires maintained closed trade policies and prevented their colonies from establishing
connections with producers outside o f their empires.
The open sea policy o f the Dutch was not the only factor that influenced the
success o f their Caribbean ports. The means o f transportation used was a crucial aspect
in their efficiency to move products from one area to another: “the Dutch shipbuilding
industry was o f modem dimensions inclining strongly toward standardized, repetitive
methods” (Wallerstein 1989:43-44).
From 1640 through 1815, the Caribbean was characterized by a Dutch hegemony
in trade. Fierce competition among Dutch, British, and French for the profits o f
Portuguese and Spanish empires prevailed during this era (Chase-Dunn 1989: 61). The
domination of the Dutch over trade in the Caribbean served as spillover from economic
exchange elsewhere. In fact, the Dutch penetrated the Caribbean after a long trajectory
trade network with the East Indies.
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Although the Dutch may be considered core producers in Europe, in the
Caribbean their success did not come from their production, but rather for their skills as
traders and their fast and cheaper means o f transportation. Chase-Dunn affirms that the
Dutch “played the role o f hegemonic core state rather effectively during the seventeenth
century” (Chase-Dunn 1989:181). However, a world system structure as previously
described would not support such a statement for the context of the Caribbean.
Dutch hegemony was not a consequence o f their production o f surplus.
Conversely, their power was derived from the acquisition o f surplus from core states and
its sale to peripheral zones. Rather than characterizing the Dutch as a core entity, a
semiperipheral model, at least for the Dutch port o f St. Eustatius, proves to be more
applicable. Historical research and archival documents demonstrate that Dutch trade
networks were intruding upon networks o f other empires. Based on these historical
accounts, a map o f trade relations can show that, even though the empires ordered closed
core-periphery relations, these rules were not applied strictly in the Caribbean. To the
contrary, all types o f exchange transactions were made throughout the Caribbean with all
empires, regardless o f trade policy (see Figure 1).
This study deals primarily with the economic network o f the Caribbean and the
best archaeological evidence by which to evaluate whether the Dutch empire acted as a
semiperipheral power are artifacts related to exchange. Several types o f artifacts can
reflect trade relations through their origin o f manufacture, but many times they cannot
indicate when these transactions took place.
For several reasons, coins are ideal to study origin and chronology o f commercial
transactions. Coins contribute invaluable information in relation to interaction between
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societies. The present argument will implement a thing-oriented approach. This method
was defined by Marcus (1995) as perhaps the most common approach to the ethnographic
study of processes in the capitalist world system. A thing-oriented approach “examines
the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in diffuse time-space...It
constructs aspects o f the system itself through the associations and connections it
suggests among sites” (Marcus 1995: 96). This mode of construction involves tracing the
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circulation through different contexts of a manifestly material object o f study such as
commodities, gifts, money, works o f art, and intellectual property.
The work of Sidney Mintz (1985) is an example of this technique. Mintz’s multi
sited research combined with a political economy framework disentangles a web of
connections related to the production and consumption of sugar. The tracking of the
sugar market and its development allowed him to reach an understanding of the cultural
meaning o f a restricted or generalized access to this product.
Although the thing-oriented approach was designed for ethnographic studies, it is
possible to apply it to historical archaeology because o f its focus on material culture. The
possibility o f tracing the origin o f a coin will be combined with the interpretation of coins
as potential for trade.
The concept o f potential is explained in the following section as well as the
contribution of numismatic analysis to archaeological interpretations, followed by the
analysis of a data set of coins from St Eustatius. I will compare the results o f this
archaeological analysis to available historical documentation and information about
exchange in the Caribbean. Recognizing how each data set complements or negates the
other permits a more accurate reckoning of exchange networks in the Caribbean. This
more complete depiction of the area fosters a better understanding of how the dynamics
o f Caribbean trade relate to the world systems perspective.

CH A PTER III
COINS AND ARCHAEOLOGY

1. Coins as archaeological artifacts

Money has been defined as anything that serves as a medium of exchange and a
store of wealth (Casey 1986: 11). A coin is a form o f money. The difference between
coins and money, in the words o f Marx (1970, 1971), is that a
Coin, he says, is the physical object offered in exchange. It only becomes
‘money’ in the strict sense o f the term when it is temporarily withdrawn from
circulation -that is, when it is not the immediate object of anyone’s action but
instead represents a kind of universal potential for action. By holding on to the stuff,
the hoarder preserves his power, which is the power to buy anything at all (Marx
1970, 1971, cited by Graeber 2001: 100).
If coins are interpreted as objects o f potential or realized exchange between
individuals, the different coins from St. Eustatius represent economic connections
between the colonies and empires that issued those coins (see section 3). Therefore, if
coins from St. Barts are found it will be interpreted as the existence of trading relations
between Dutch and Swedish.
Two main causes have been proposed for the development of coinage. Firstly, it
allowed for international trade to be carried out in an unrestricted manner. The unlimited
exchange characteristic of an increasingly global economy necessitated a medium of
exchange that had a predetermined value and could be easily carried anywhere (Casey
48
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1986: 15). The second impetus for the development of coinage was political in nature.
Heads of state used national currencies and coin imagery to reinforce their own positions
of power, maintain political stability, and assert the political independence of the state.
The issue of coins o f one’s own currency in the Greek city-states, according to Graeber
(2001), affirmed that polity’s independence and power. Thepolis felt the need to stamp
money with its own image because it saw money as “dangerous, furtive power that had to
be tamed and domesticated by rendering it visible” (Graeber 2001: 103).
The status of a coin as currency could be brief, and might be circumscribed by
place as well as time. The area o f circulation of a coin was usually directly proportional
to its value and the scale on which it was minted (Burnett 1991). It is important to
consider how long a particular type of coin is likely to have stayed in circulation. For
example, English coins of the thirteenth century were still available in the fifteenth
century, so the loss of one could take place at any time during its three centuries of
circulation (Burnett 1991).
In the analysis of coinage it is necessary to consider related artifacts that were also
used as coins. Tokens and jettons are the primary examples. Tokens are simply coins
which were manufactured at the bequest of private individuals, as opposed to those struck
by royal or government institutions. Tokens were usually ordered by a merchant for use
as small change (Longman 1970: 10). Like coins, tokens bear a legend. The inscription
usually includes the name o f the issuer and the town in which he lived, so that it was
known where the token could be redeemed. Some had longer or more personalized
inscriptions, such as “GOD BLESS STEUSTATIUS AND GOVERNOR, ’’which was
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imprinted on tokens issued by Herman Gossling, a British merchant in St. Eustatius. His
tokens also featured the image of a goose, reminiscent of his surname (See Figure 2).

FIGURE 2

Tokens found in St. Eustatius. Herman Gossling, an English merchant, who
probably had a shop in St. Eustatius issued the token on the top. The token on the
bottom has been attributed to a merchant from the North American colonies. Note
the initials RDI, which stand for Robert Dickson Indian Company (see more details
in section 3 and appendix 1)

Jettons, on the other hand, were not intended to be used in trade. They were used as
calculation instruments during the Middle Age in Europe (Figure 3). Their decorations
sometimes had a religious purpose, but usually they were related to politics. During the
sixteenth century, France and the Netherlands used them to disseminate political
messages and to exalt the deeds of their respective rulers. The use of jettons for
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FIGURE 3

This is a woodcut from Margarita Philosophica (Gregor Reisch Freiburg 1503).
The woman characterizes Arithmetica, holding two books representing two
different ways of calculation. The mathematician Pythagoras, on the right, is shown
calculating with jettons on a counter-table, while the philosopher Boethius is
ciphering with Arabic figures (Freiburg 1503 cited by Van Beek 1986).

propaganda continued long after they ceased to be used as counters. In the course o f the
seventeenth century, the counters became smaller and smaller, until they turned into chips
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for card playing. Eventually, the jetton became a small commemorative medal only
suitable as a collector’s item.
Real jettons are thin flat metallic discs and are struck like coins. They differ from
coins in both raw material and the nature of their legend or inscription. Jettons are
generally made of copper or brass, seldom o f silver, and only in extremely rare cases of
gold. As jettons were not meant to be used as currency, their legends never display an
indication of value (Figure 4). A typical jetton uses Roman numerals as part of the
counting system. In the sample from St. Eustatius at least two different tokens and
jettons were identified (see section 3 and appendix 1).
FIGURE 4

French jetton from the St. Eustatius collection. Note the engravers initials GH at
the bottom of the left image and the image of a ruler in the right image with the
legend L VD.XVI which stand for Louis XVI (1774-1793).

In the present study, coins, tokens and jettons are all interpreted as evidence of
trade. Although jettons are not directly used for trade, they provide information of
regarding their origin; thus, they are included in the qualitative analysis of the sample
from St. Eustatius (see chapter IV).
There are three types of numismatic dating: absolute, relative, and by association.
When the coins bear a date it is considered an absolute date. A relative date is related to
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a sequence of coins: their position in the sequence determines their date within a limited
period. Finally, a date by association is determined by reference between the coin type or
legend and historical dates (Laing 1969). The coins found in St. Eustatius were dated
through absolute dating or by association.
Coins found in stratigraphic excavations are o f great value for dating. It is usually
possible to date the level where the coin was found, and the rest of the material in that
level, with a relatively good degree of precision. Coins usually become incorporated in
the archaeological record at a period not very far removed from the date at which they
were struck. A single coin can provide only a terminus post quem (TPQ), which means
the contents of the layer cannot be earlier than the date of the coin in it. Where there is
more than one coin the inferences regarding the date can be much more precise, and the
whole group can be treated in much the same way as a small hoard being governed by
similar principles (Laing 1969).
In archaeological contexts coins can be found in hoards or as single objects.
Hoards are deposits of valuables that are hidden away for purposes o f protection or
conservation (Spaulding 1984: 186). The periods with the largest concentration of hoards
are usually those of great disruption and upheaval. War, with its threat o f invasion, siege,
and fighting, generally encouraged the hiding and subsequent unintentional abandonment
of valuables. To a lesser degree, economic factors also played a role in the abandonment
of hoarded coins. For example, currency or political reforms might render certain coins
worthless; in such a case, the owners would not trouble to recover them (Burnett 1991).
The distribution of coins can suggest two types of occupation patterns, temporal
and spatial. During periods of abandonment or sparse occupation, coin finds will be few.
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In contrast, through times of intense occupation, coins will be more abundant. It is
difficult to distinguish episodes o f slight occupation unless there are vast numbers of
coins and the periods were prolonged. A decade or even a quarter of a century will not
necessarily alter the general pattern where the coin finds are few. The people who
reoccupy the site will possibly bring coins with them that were in circulation during the
lull (Laing 1969). Although the available data from the present sample does not permit
an exhaustive temporal analysis, it is possible to explore the spatial distribution pattern
during the period of greater trading activity in St. Eustatius during the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries.
Archaeological methods make possible a zone-by-zone comparison in a single site
in order to isolate specific areas of coin loss. The use or loss of coins in particular areas
may relate to the function o f individual buildings or the economic status of their
occupants (see section 2). Finally, it is possible to undertake quantitative analysis of the
chronology and geographical origin of the coins. The use of these two variables indicates
the period or periods when the coins were frequently used for transactions, and the origin
of foreign traders, if there were any (see chapter IV). Analysis o f coin origin can also
expose political frontiers and spheres of influence.

2. Spatial distribution o f the coins

The sample o f coins from St. Eustatius analyzed here consisted of 153 coins,
tokens and jettons. The Government Guest House sample consists of 118 coins.
Although this is only part of the coins recovered in the archaeological research, this
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sample is large enough to interpret the evidence and determine patterns. The other part of
the archaeologically recovered coins from the fort has been sent back to St Eustatius or is
currently under conservation treatment.
The buildings that stand today in the fort in Oranjestad (see Figure 5) are the
Government Guest House and the tourist office. During archaeological research, four
FIGURE 5
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Guest House is located (from Lonely Planet http://www.lonelyplanet.com/
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other structures were found to the west and south of the Guest House. The materials
recovered suggest that the buildings dated from the eighteenth century and were probably
abandoned in the nineteenth century. Barka (1990) suggested that the features found in
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Structures 2 are the remains of a two-story building. While structure 4 had the
foundations for a two-story building but the second floor was never built.
The distribution map (see Figure 6) was produced in Surfer based on the data
found in the Guest House archaeological report (Barka 1990). The site was divided into
grids of 1 x 1 feet; thus the distribution map represents the location of each coin within
FIGURE 6
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this grid system. The results reflect two concentrations within the site, one located in
structure 2 and the other in structure 4.
In addition to the archaeological information, historical documents describe the
presence o f a tavern in the town. As the concentrations o f coins in Structures 2 and 4
indicate ongoing economic transactions, they could very well represent the remains of
this establishment. Barka (1990: 20) proposed that the tavern probably had a wooden
floor, and that the large amount of coins lost was the consequence of the gaps between
the planking.
In any case, the large concentration of coins found in these two buildings suggests
that they were public buildings, and probably witnessed extended periods of economic
activity.

3. The coin sample

Caribbean colonists during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries used
mostly foreign coins which were validated and marked for local use by their respective
colonial governments. A large part of the St. Eustatius sample bear such countermarks
from surrounding islands. This system was mainly in use between 1758 and 1818 (Byrne
1975). The British island colonies ceased the use of cut, stamped, or holed-punched
monies in 1838. The French, however, continued the practice until 1848. Denmark
permitted the use of stamped money from 1849-1859 (Byrne 1975, II), even though it
was the only nation to provide a continuing currency (1740-1847) for her colonists in the
Americas. The Spanish real was the most stable currency and the most widely traded in
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the Americas; however, the evidence found in St Eustatius suggests that the French
Guyana coinage was most often used in the West Indies.
Based on legend and design, fifteen different proveniences were recognized for
the coin sample from St. Eustatius. Except for three proveniences, all the coins dated
between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. The coins from the twentieth century
are from the United States, the Netherlands, and Cura9 ao. This section will only describe
the pre-twentieth century coins. The description consists of an outline with the relevant
information (origin and date) and, when possible, a picture. The actual value o f the coin
is not considered here because of this study’s focus on origin and chronology.

1.1.

Brazil

During the Napoleonic Wars the Prince Regent from Portugal, Joao VI, moved his
court to Brazil. The coin identified dates from this period. It bears the date o f 1805 (see
Figure 7). One coin was found in the sample from St. Eustatius.
FIGURE 7

Copper coin from Brazil dated from 1805 when Brazil was still a Portuguese
colony.
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1.2.

D enm ark
The earliest Danish coin identified dates from 1682. The inscription

CHRIST:ALB:D.G.H.N stands for Christopher Albrech Del Gratia H.N (see Figure. 8,
top).
Another early coin dates from 1715, when Norway was added to Denmark (1380
—1814). Its legend reads D. G. REX DAN G. NOR on one face; the other side of the coin
bears the datel715 (see Figure 8, center).
Another Danish coin identified dates from 1712. It is also possible to recognize
the minter initials, “CW” stands for Christian Winnecke, Jr (1700-1766) from
Copenhagen (see Figure 6, bottom). Denmark was one of few empires to provide its
colonies with coins during the early eighteenth century. The Danish colonies were St.
Thomas (acquired in 1672), St. Croix (acquired in 1753) and St. John (acquired in 1717),
along with 62 islets (Krause and Mishlerl993). This coin was identified as Danish but it
was not possible to determine if it was manufactured specifically for the Americas
because that information is found in the inscription on the edge. Such coins, with worn
or missing edges, are not uncommon in the archaeological record.

1.3.

France
A total o f 10 specimens were identified as French:eight coins and two jettons.

The earliest coin dates from the seventeenth century. While these coins were worn to
such a degree as to virtually erase their inscriptions, they were identified as French by
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FIGURE 8

The top image is the earliest Danish coin found within the sample from St
Eustatius. It dates from 1682. The 1715 coin in the middle dates from the period
when Norway was part o f Denmark. Finally the bottom coin is a 1712 Danish coin,
possibly manufactured for the Danish West Indies.

recognizable design features. The upper images of Figure 9 show how this identification
was made through the comparison of a badly worn St. Eustatius coin with a known
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French specimen. The points found in common permitted the identification of the coin as
French. This coin in particular was most likely issued before 1738 because the
comparative example exhibits a countermark that was used after that year.
The two French jettons were dated to the eighteenth century. They both bear the
engraver’s or maker’s initials (see Figure 4 and Figure 9, bottom)

FIGURE 9

The top image in the left is an example of a French coin found in the sample from
St. Eustatius. Its worn condition obscures its legend, though it is still possible to
make out the design of the coin. The image on the right is the same type o f coin
with the exception of the countermark (image taken from
http://www.coins.nd.edu/ColCoin/ ColCoinImages/French/FR-1640-Ctrstampl.rev.med.jpg). The arrows highlight the same points in both coins, which were
used to identify the archaeological specimen. This is an example o f dating by
association. The bottom image is a French jetton. Note the legend L VDXV, it
stands for Louis XV (1715-1774).
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1.4.

French Colonies
Three different types of coins from the French colonies were found in the sample.

France issued coins for general use in the West Indies, and also issued coins specifically
for the colony of Cayenne. After 1738 France issued a blank planchet with a crowned
“C ” stamped on its surface (Figure 10, top left). This coin, originally produced in Paris
and intended for general use in the French Caribbean colonies, came to be known as the
“stampee” (Cribb et al 1990). A total of two coins were found in the sample from St.
Eustatius. Another common coin in circulation was the sol marque or “black dog”, which
was a countermarked coin with a fleur de lys (Figure 10, top right). This 20-demier coin
FIGURE 10

The image at the top left is the French stampee minted after 1738, and the image in the
right is the sol marque stamped after 1672. The 2-sous coin in the bottom is from the
Colony of Cayenne coin, note the A on the bottom part of the left image. The mark “A”
stands for Paris. Note also the three fleur de lys, this is one of the most common designs
between French coins.
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was used after 1672. Three samples were found in the coin collection.
The other coin issued by France was for the colony o f Cayenne. It was widely
spread in the West Indies and it is the most common countermarked coin. This coin was
also minted in Paris between 1780 and 1789 (see Figure 10). A total of 67 coins were
found from the colony o f Cayenne.

1.5.

Netherlands
While it is recorded that the governor of Netherlands’ West Indies colonies asked

in 1792 for the strike of coins marked specifically for colonial use, the earliest Dutch coin
in the sample is dated 1825, and none were made for the colonies. The only Dutch coins
bearing a distinctive mark for the West Indies are those locally countermarked. The “ IF”
which is seen on the coins in Figure 11 stands for William I. The special mark for the
West Indies was an additional “W ” under the coat of arms of the original design (Krause
and Mishler 1993). After 1830 a decimal system was introduced, the smallest coins
introduced were V2 and 1 cent.
Initially, the coins featured a crowned monogram on the front and the coat of
arms o f the House o f Orange on the back. After 1878, the coins were made of bronze
instead of copper, and the design changed to the lion of Holland on the front and the mark
o f value on the back.
The Netherlands not only issued a general coinage but the Dutch provinces also
minted local currency. Holland was one of the most important Dutch provinces, even
though it was dominated by Spain during the eighteenth century. The coin illustrated in
Figure 12, from Holland, dates to the Spanish period.
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FIGURE 11

Three examples of coins from the Netherlands; note the change in design between
the coin in the middle and the coin at the bottom.

1.6.

N orth Am erican Colonies
British colonists had to adapt to foreign silver coins as the British government

outlawed the export o f silver coinage from the homeland and discouraged colonial
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FIGURE 12

Dutch Hollandia 1716 Duit

Holandia coins. The top coin is part of the sample from St. Eustatius. The bottom
image is the same type of coin but with different year. Note the points in common
between both coins.

minting. The creation and retention of an adequate supply of small change copper coins
was also a continual problem in colonial America, though there were no restrictions on
the importation of British coppers.. While the colonists had to look toward foreign
coinage for their silver they could expect British denominated small change coppers.
The origin of the coin illustrated in Figure 2 was first attributed to Curaqao (Byrne
1975). However, Russel Rulau (1983) makes a more accurate identification of this token.
He attributes this coin to Robert Dickson Indian Company from the Northwest Territory
o f North America. Dickson was a fur trader in the Northwest Territory from 1785 to
1812. His headquarters were at Fort Michinac, Michigan and Fort Niagara, New York,
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but his company also did businesses along the Wisconsin and Missouri Rivers. While the
identification of this token seems sound, some historical documents have identified the
company as “Robert Dickson and Company,” omitting the word “Indian.”

1.7.

Provincia de G uaiana
This coin is from the province of Guaiana, which was a Venezuelan territory later

added to British Guiana (see Figure. 13). Between 1813 and 1817 this province issued its
own % reales in copper, at a time when Venezuela was fighting for independence from
Spain (Cribb et al 1990).
FIGURE 13

This is a sample o f the coins from Guaiana. These coins are particularly suited for
determining chronology because of their short period of existence.

1.8.

Spain and Spanish colonies

There are three different examples of Spanish coins found in the St. Eustatius sample
illustrated in Figure 14). For centuries Spanish silver coinage was famous throughout the
world as the standard by which other coinages were measured, due to its consistent
weight and purity (see Figure 14). The ascendancy of Spanish coinage dates from 1537
when Charles I, revising an act of 1479, promulgated exacting standards for Spanish
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silver and gold coins. From that date the coin only depreciated some 4.4% over the next
250 years. In addition to its stability, Spanish coinage was abundant. Spanish regulated
FIGURE 14

These are coins from Spain and the American colonies. The coin at the top was
minted in Potosi; its exact date has not been determined. The image in the middle
is a quarter of a Spanish coin. The coin at the bottom is from 1861. Note the
difference in design and stamp quality over time. The latest coin has the image of
the queen while the earliest bears a coat of arms.
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coinage was not only minted throughout Spain but was also produced in Spain's colonial
possessions. As early as 1536, a year before the coinage reform, Spanish colonial silver
coins were minted in Mexico City. With the discovery of major silver and gold deposits
throughout the Viceroyalty o f Peru (which included all of Spanish South America from
what is now Panama down to Venezuela) major mints were opened in Lima, Peru (15681589 and reopened in 1684), Potosi, Bolivia (from 1575) and Santa Fe de Bogota,
Colombia (from 1620). Later, additional mints were located in Guatemala City (from
1733), Santiago, Chile (from 1750), and Popayan, Colombia (from 1758). From these
locations, and to a lesser extent from Spain, a number of coins made their way into the
Caribbean colonies (see Figure 14).
The St. Eustatius sample includes a number of Spanish silver coins which have
been divided into quarters, such as the eighteenth century specimens pictured in Figure
14, center. It was standard practice to make change by cutting a larger-denomination
silver coin into pieces. The stable and universally recognized Spanish reales coinage
made it particularly suitable for division into smaller pieces whose value could be easily
equated to that of the whole coin. The term “piece of eight,” popularized in pirate
movies, refers to a quarter of the Spanish 8-real coin.

1.9.

St. B arts
St Barthelemy or St. Barts was sold by the French to Sweden in 1784; however, in

1877, France repurchased the island and it was administered as a dependency of
Guadeloupe. The colonial authorities in St. Barts used a distinctive crown counterstamp
to validate Spanish American, French colonial, U.S., and Swedish
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coins. The coins from the St. Eustatius sample bearing the St. Barts countermark were all
o f French colonial origin (see Figure 15).
FIGURE 15

Sample of the countermarked coins from St Barts. Note the crown countermarked.

1.10.

St. Eustatius
Two types of coins were identified as originating in St. Eustatius, tokens and the

Statian counterstamped Colony of Cayenne. The first type are tokens issued by Herman
Gossling. They bear the date of 1771 (Figure 2, top; and Figure 16, top). It seems that
Herman Gossling was part of the Gossling family of English merchants (Bill Pittman1,
personal communication, 2004). The legend God bless St. Eustatius and governor
probably meant that Herman Gossling had a shop in the island. Note that the legend is in
English, circumstantial evidence supporting the identification of Gossling as an
Englishman, and a testament to the multi-ethnic population living in St.Eustatius.
The second group of coins identified as having a St. Eustatius provenence, despite
their ultimate French origins, are Colony of Cayenne coins bearing an “SE” countermark.
The mark stands for St Eustatius. After 1809 the coins had to be revalidated with a “P ”

1 Bill Pittman is the Curator of the Archaeological Laboratory at Colonial Williamsburg.
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countermark, which stands for Pierre dit Flamand, the artisan who designed the mark (see
Figure 16, at bottom).
FIGURE 16

St. Eustatius coins from the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The top coin is
Herman Gossling’s token. The bottom images are French Colony of Cayenne coins
countermarked with St. Eustatius’ “SE” sign, and (at right) the “P” stamp mandated
after 1809.

1.11.

St. Kitts
This island was recognized as a British possession in 1783. The local coinage

consisted of Spanish silver and French colonial coins countermarked with “6”’ and later
“S K ” (see Figure 17).
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FIGURE 17

French stampee. Note the crowned “C ”, countermarked with the initials from St.
Kitts “S K ”.

1.12.

St M aartin
Two symbols were used to countermark foreign currency in the Dutch colony of

St. Maartin. The initial mark consisted of the initials “SM,” which was eventually
replaced by a bundle of arrows. The examples found in the collection only use the
bundle o f arrows(see Figure 18).
FIGURE 18

Colony of Cayenne coin with two countermarks. It was first stamped with SE from
St. Eustatius, and later with a bundle o f arrows from St Maartin.
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This overview o f the St. Eustatius coin assemblage is admittedly brief, but does
serve to illustrate the variability present in the collection. Further details about these
coins are available in Appendix 1.
The following chapter consists of a quantitative and qualitative analysis o f the
sample just described, and a more detailed interpretation. It also articulates the results
within the context of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with a world systems
theoretical perspective.

CH A PTER IV
ANALYSIS AND IN TERPRETA TIO N OF THE COIN SAMPLE

The coin sample from St. Eustatius is composed of 153 coins. The first step was
to establish their chronology and then their origins. A terminus post quem (TPQ) was
established for the coins where it was possible to observe the date of issue or to identify
through the design its origin and consequently its date (see chapter III and Appendix 1).
It was possible to establish a TPQ for 108 coins or 70% of the sample. The range of
dates varied from 1643 to 1977. Although the tpq marks the start date o f use for a coin, it
does not mean that it was the date of use in St. Eustatius. Five years were added to
foreign coins based on three assumptions. First, the coin was first used in the place
where it was originally minted. Second, there was likely a period when the coin was used
for different transactions before it finally reached St. Eustatius. And third, the different
English, French and Dutch occupations facilitated the arrival, use and re-use o f the coins.
For example, the coins from the colony of Cayenne, which were initially minted
in 1780, presumebly arrived during the French occupation of 1781-1784. When the
Dutch regained the island, the coin was countermarked with SE. When St. Eustatius was
in French hands after 1795, more coins arrived to the Caribbean. The continual change
o f stewardship (1801 to British and 1802 to Dutch) created the need to revalidate the
coins; thus, in 1809 a “P ” was added to the local countermark.
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Figure 19 represents the temporal distribution of dated coins. The figure shows a
peak located in the group o f coins dated between 1750 and 1849. Based on the
distribution and the present research focus on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
only the coins dated to this 1750-1850 time span will be considered below. O f the coins
that had an established date, only 22 (20%) did not fall within the selected period.

Figure 19
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The bar graph represents the chronological distribution of the coins with date (108
coins). The dates range between 1643 and 1977. Observe the highest peak located
in the period 1750-1799.

This hundred year period represents the climax and decline of the island’s trading
hegemony. While Figure 19 clearly shows more coinage in the first half of this period,
and a decline in the second half, a closer analysis using more narrow temporal divisions
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allows a more detailed view that should correspond with the rise and fall of St. Eustatius’
economy in this dynamic period. The decline of trade in St. Eustatius was directly
related to changes in the political control of the island. It can be assumed that when the
island changed hands the new colonial powers would restructure economic policies,
affecting local merchants’ participation in regional trade. As explained previously, the
Dutch permitted the exchange o f products between merchants regardless of nationality.
In contrast, the British and French imposed restrictions over trade (see chapter I). These
restraints should be reflected in a change in the quantity or origin of the coins. Thus, it is
expected to find in the archaeological record a pattern characterized by an abundance of
coins during the periods o f Dutch occupation. Drastic drops in the number o f coins
should follow the transition from Dutch to English or French trade policies.
Figure 20 shows the chronological distribution of coins between 1750 and 1850,
broken down into five-year intervals. The distribution of coins presented in the graph
matches the pattern above. Note the gap between 1795 and 1805, which is the period
when the French controlled the island and imposed taxes (Eastman 1996).
The apparent absence o f coins for the period between 1795 and 1805 should not
be interpreted as a complete cessation o f trade activities in the island. Although coins
were used in the Caribbean as change for daily transactions, trade usually involved the
exchange of product by product. Before the French occupation of 1781 coins in St.
Eustatius were not abundant. Tokens such as Herman Gossling’s were usually used for
small transactions. This scarcity of coins for the period before French occupation (1781)
can be explained through the type of exchange taking place in the island; the traded
products involved large transactions o f goods such as sugar, rum, gunpowder and the
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Figure 20
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Temporal distribution of the coins within a period of a hundred years. This bar
graph represents 77.57% of the coins with TPQs. Observe the highest peak and the
lowest peak of the graph between 1783 and 1803.

like. For example, English planters offered part of the sugar shipment or a percentage of
the profit in exchange for transportation of the product to Europe. This explains why in
many ports of the New World, there are no records of foreign coins for this period, even
though the historical record contains frequent denouncements of illegal trade with foreign
merchants. The coin collection of Panama Viejo, for example, comprises only Spanish
*2
reales, mainly from Potosi and Peru (Juan Guillermo Martin
, personal communication,
•

•

May 2004). However, several Spanish accounts from the colonial period relate the

2 Juan Guillermo Martin is the project archaeologist in the Patronato Panama Viejo.

*
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presence of French, English and Dutch ships in the nearby ports of Portobelo and Panama
City in Panama (Mena Garcia 1983) and Cartagena and Mompos in Colombia.
Trading relations are reflected in the geographical origins of the coins. Hence, the
ratio of local to foreign coins is relevant here as it reflects transactions between locals and
foreigners in the island (see Figure 21). For the purpose of this study, coins are
considered local when they bear any type of symbol representing St. Eustatius, even if
they were originally manufactured for another colony.

Figure 21

foreign

Percentage of foreign and local coins dating to the period 1755-1835. From a total
of 85 coins, 59 coins are foreign and only 24 are local currency.

The ratio not only shows that a large percentage o f the coins were foreign, but
also provides insight into who was exchanging goods with merchants o f the island.
Figure 22 gives a general idea o f the merchants involved in trade with the Dutch.
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This graph suggests that restrictive trade policies were not strongly enforced in
the Caribbean. If they were, coins from Saint Kitts, North America, or the French
colonies should not exist in St. Eustatius during the eighteenth century. But in order to
attribute this fact to the Dutch free trade policies, it is necessary to analyze the coin
distribution by political periods. Seven periods were defined according to historical data.
The first period is before the English invasion in 1781. The second stage is between
1781 and 1784 when the island changed from British to French hands. During this period
St. Croix, St. Thomas, and some French islands probably absorbed much of the American
trade (Kandle 1985). Between 1784 and 1795 St. Eustatius was returned to the Dutch.
During this period the economy recovered. The fourth period is between 1795 and 1802
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when French and British controlled the island. During the fifth period the Dutch
recovered the island for eight years. This is a period when any economic recovery
attempt would have been squelched under the British, for during this time the St.
Eustatius’ trade declined (Kandle 1985). The sixth period is when the British took the
island for the last time. And the final period is when in 1816 the island is officially
recognized as Dutch. Surprisingly, the periods that the Dutch were not in the island show
minimal evidence of coins. Hence only four graphs were produced. Figure 23 compares
the distribution of coins by nationality or geographical origin during the periods with coin
evidence.
The comparison o f the periods not only permits us to see the change in trading
intensity but also of trading partners. The graph in figure 24 better integrates these data,
illustrating more clearly the change of trading partners from one period to the next. Note
that during the first period the most significant trading partners are Swedish and other
Dutch colonies. Although the coins do not show at this time any other partners it is
necessary to keep in mind that a large percentage of the trade was in the form o f product
for product between Dutch and British colonies. During the strife-riven periods of
contested British and French rule, trade appears to have almost come to a standstill,
though there was some activity with St. Kitts and Portugal, and a British possession and
ally, and with some French colonies respectively. When the Dutch regained temporary
control over the island the coins reflect transactions with neighbor colonies. Finally,
when the island returned permanently to Dutch stewardship their few partners were
Spanish colonies and the other Dutch colonies. By this time, the entire political economy
of the Caribbean had changed. The North American colonies were fully independent,
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FIGURE 23
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These graphs show trade relations between 1750 and 1850 in St. Eustatius. This
period of hundred years was divided in seven stages based on the change of control
over the island. First, (A) the period of Dutch trade hegemony in the island (17501781). The second stage, 1781-1784 did not produce a graph because there are no
coins for this period. (B) The third stage is between 1784 and 1795, when St.
Eustatius was temporarily returned to Dutch control. The fourth period is between
1795 and 1802 when it was occupied by French and British, there is no coin
evidence for this period. (C) The fifth period represents the eight years that the
island returned to Dutch control (1802-1810). The sixth period did not produce any
graph, however, there is one coin from Brazil. This coin matches perfectly with the
British period because Portugal and Britain were allies during the Napoleonic wars.
Finally, the period after 1816 (D) when the trade in the island is officially
recognized as Dutch.

and most Spanish colonies were engaged in their own struggles for autonomy. Since the
clandestine channels were needed by the revolutionary Spanish colonies, they became St.
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Eustatius’ main trade partners. However, this partnership did not last because most of
these colonies had won their independence by mid-nineteenth century.
FIGURE 24
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Change in the importance o f various trade partners by political periods.

Figure 1, at the end of Chapter II, presented a map of known trade routes, based
on traditional historical documentation. The archaeological evidence addressed in this
study allows for the addition of several new trade connections, some of which were not
previously known from historical sources (Figure 25).
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Map of trading connections based on the coin sample from St. Eustatius.

1. Interpretation

Three points can be deduced from the previous analysis. Firstly, the success of
St. Eustatius as a port was due to the Dutch control and their policy of open trade.
Secondly, the trade relations in St. Eustatius were affected by the change to British and
French stewardship. And thirdly, trade relations were affected by the independence of
colonies in the Americas.
One of the premises of a systematic approach is that a system is composed of a
structure made of various parts. The change of any of the parts would cause a change in
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the whole system. The system will recover stability only when its parts adjust to the new
conditions. This perspective is particularly useful when considering the complicated
history of the colonial powers’ struggle for economic and political hegemony in the
Caribbean.
A trade system is based on connections. Although the trading policies of the
eighteenth century dictated these connections as unilinear, the historical and
archaeological evidence show the opposite. World systems theory describes a system
with three components. At least a core and a periphery need to be identified in order to
define such a system. In the Caribbean economic system there are multiple cores (Spain,
England and France) and multiple peripheries (British, French, Spanish and other
colonies). However, the role of the Dutch in this system presents something of a
dilemma. On one side, the Dutch have control o f the production of their colonies, but
this is not their main or most successful activity. On the other side, they do not depend
on others to acquire products; thus, they are not parts o f the periphery. The concept of
semiperiphery is useful in examining the Dutch state in the Caribbean. They control a
resource, but one related to acquisition, not production.
The archaeological evidence demonstrates that the Dutch port of St. Eustatius was
successful because it served as link between peripheries and cores. But it was at its most
successful in a particular context: the eighteenth century Caribbean, characterized by the
European empires and their highly restrictive policies o f product exchange. As soon as
this context changed, the success o f the port ceased. A closer description of the events in
terms of the system’s dynamics will help to better illustrate the decline of the Dutch
merchant economy in St. Eustatius.
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The late eighteenth century trade system was composed of Spanish, French, and
British colonies that needed products from Europe and Africa. These needs were fulfilled
by Dutch markets, and to a lesser extend by Danish ones. The North American
independence and the subsequent loss of St. Eustatius to the British produced instability
in the trading system. St. Eustatius, the port where anything and everything could be
acquired for a price, was no longer in operation. At the same time, the newly
independent North American colonies were well on their way to becoming a core in their
own right, and could now dictate new trade routes and new connections. Unlike the old
connections between colonies and empires that previously were seen as illegitimate, and
were the foundation of Dutch success, these new connections were legal, costing St.
Eustatius its prized role as middlemen (or semiperipheries).
When the Dutch did regain power in St. Eustatius, the relations within the
Caribbean trade system were entirely different. The previous connections between the
Dutch and the North American colonies were not as profitable as before, because they
were no longer necessary for the colonies. Hence, the instability of the system created
the need to set new connections. Since the secret of Dutch success was their ability to
transport and exchange goods with colonies that suffered under restrictive trade policies,
their interest turned to the Spanish colonies now engaged with their own struggle against
a metropole.
The ephemeral stability of Dutch connections was obvious when the Spanish
South American colonies gained their independence. At that point the trade system had
changed forever. There was no illegal trade, no restriction o f trade between empires;
hence, there was no need to use intermediaries. The modification of the system did not
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leave space for semi-peripheral states because the peripheries in many cases became
cores or could openly establish trade networks with any desirable core states. In the end,
the role o f semiperiphery was the cause o f both the success and failure o f Dutch economy
in St. Eustatius. While the United States transformed into a core economic power, St.
Eustatius declined into a peripheral zone.
World systems theory has proved a useful model to explain the evolving role of
the Netherlands in the Caribbean. In order to evaluate effectiveness o f this approach it is
necessary to test it with other cases. In the Caribbean trade system the Dutch were not
the only state with an open trade policy. The Danish had similar principles, and their
history in this geopolitical zone is parallel to the Dutch one. Similar archaeological
studies in the Danish West Indies could assist in the evaluation o f this systemic approach
for better understanding the colonial process in the Caribbean.
Finally, it is necessary to highlight the potential that the analysis o f coins has for
archaeological and historical studies. However, it is also necessary to understand its
limitations. Coins can be use as a complement, not as the only source to determine
trading networks. The case o f St. Eustatius shows that coins were used when available;
otherwise the exchange could be limited to product by product. Therefore, coins must be
used as a complement of archaeological and documentary data.

CONCLUSIONS

Attempting to move beyond traditional, historical examinations o f the past, this
multidisciplinary argument has developed multicontextually around two questions: what
role St. Eustatius played in Caribbean trade during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and whether Dutch stewardship primed the economic success o f the island.
The role o f semiperiphery was assigned to St. Eustatius in the Caribbean. While under
Dutch control, St. Eustatius acted as a bridge between European cores and peripheral
American colonies. This role, however, proved to be context-dependent. That is, St.
Eustatius only played this role o f semiperiphery when the American territory was under
European rule, and under European rule, empires failed to fulfill the needs o f their
colonies. Once this context changed, the need for intermediaries disappeared, the new
conditions o f the Caribbean trade system rendering the role o f semiperiphery obsolete.
Hence, the Dutch were condemned to a peripheral role because they did not control any
major surplus in the Americas.
In this multidisciplinary investigation, archaeology and history complement each
other to flesh out the role o f St. Eustatius in the Caribbean in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Historical studies provide evidence o f legal and illegal transactions
when material culture is not evident. For example, in Nueva Granada foreign coins, as
well as British and French material culture, are practically non-existent; however,
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archival documents describe many foreign ships that illegally arrived to the ports with an
abundant number o f goods from different parts o f the Caribbean. This case is analogous
to some o f the evidence found in St. Eustatius. Coins cannot be used to archaeologically
interpret the trading relations o f the island in the period prior to the 1780s due to a
paucity o f them, but archival documents and historical studies reveal that merchants from
Britain and American colonies were trading with each other in the island during this time,
revealing that St. Eustatius functioned as a semiperiphery.
Archaeology supplements what history cannot reveal and complements the
history o f Dutch trade in the Caribbean and the role it played in priming commercial
success in St. Eustatius. An investigation o f the cultural materials related to the island’s
ports during the periods o f economic expansion and contraction reveals activities that aid
in the understanding o f the role the island played in the Caribbean in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The analysis o f material culture to examine these trade relations
proves very useful, particularly in light o f world systems theory, as the analysis herein
has demonstrated. The origin o f artifacts archaeologically recovered allows trading
relations to be traced, when document sources cannot reveal this information, thus still
allowing the situation o f St. Eustatius as a semiperipheral island, whose Dutch occupation
allowed the island to attain enormous economic and commercial success.
Archaeological records are comprised o f a variety of different artifacts that
provide invaluable information to history. When coins are unearthed in archaeological
contexts they become the perfect source o f chronological and trade information, as the
case o f St. Eustatius demonstrates. This research has specifically focused on the analysis
o f a coin sample recovered in the Government Guest House in St. Eustatius in order to
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examine the role o f St. Eustatius in Caribbean trade in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. The results indicate that the island conducted trade with colonies outside o f the
Dutch empire. This evidence clearly supports the transgression o f European trade
policies described in historical documents and suggests that European powers were not
strongly reinforcing these rules or that their colonies continuously transgressed their laws,
making St. Eustatius an intermediary in trade between a variety o f empires and colonies.
During the colonial period, most European nations did not issue any type o f
coinage for their American colonies. The absence o f small change for transactions can be
interpreted as the imperial attempt to maintain control over the movement o f products
outside o f its colonies. However, the reality o f commercial exchange between the
Caribbean colonies at this time led to a local validation o f foreign coinage, making small
trade transactions possible. This local validation o f foreign coinage also prompts further
consideration for what these coins might mean. What did it mean for the colonies to have
their own coinage, when their respective mother countries failed to issue them any? A
multidimensional analysis o f coins leads to a multicontextual interpretation o f them,
broaching the issue o f exactly what the presence o f these coins means in a variety o f
archaeological and historical contexts.
I interpreted coins as the potential for action. The coins under study were only
valuable monetarily in the Caribbean so their action was limited in space to the
Caribbean. Their local significance can be understood multidimensionally. On an
economic level, local coinage afforded the possibility o f trade with nearby colonies; on a
socio-political level, it served to legitimate a local government with a certain degree o f
autonomy, a symbolic national token. Structurally, the coins demonstrated the complex
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dynamics o f the Caribbean trade and empires and their colonies in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
The concluding chronological analysis o f the coin collection from St. Eustatius
suggests that the success o f the port was due to the open trade policy o f the United
Provinces o f the Netherlands. If the interpretation o f the coins is correlated with the
potential for trading, then the presence o f foreign coins at the island indicates the
potential o f trade with the issuer o f the coin. The archaeological evidence suggests that
during the periods when St. Eustatius was under Dutch control the potential for trading
with foreign colonies was higher than when the port was under British or French control.
This is due to the open port policy that permitted the entrance o f foreign merchants.
The chronological analysis o f the origin o f the coins found in the sample from St.
Eustatius demonstrates the dynamic nature o f exchange in the Caribbean and the changes
in trade relations over time. During the eighteenth century, the North American colonies
were the main trading partners o f St. Eustatius. However, after the American Revolution
and both the loss and recovery o f St. Eustatius by the Dutch, trading relations evolved.
The independence o f American colonies at the end o f the eighteenth century and the
beginning o f the nineteenth century forever altered the trade system o f the Caribbean.
The new conditions o f exchange relations did not leave space for intermediaries, and the
Dutch had to adapt to the new conditions. Unfortunately, St. Eustatius did not produce
enough surplus to become a core power in the Caribbean. Thus, St. Eustatius was forced
economically out o f its role as the semiperiphery and became part o f the peripheral area
in America.
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Unlike previous studies o f the Dutch island o f St. Eustatius, this analysis has
attempted to bring together history, documentary resources, and archaeological evidence
to flesh out not only the rise o f the settlement, but its eventual contraction and failure.
These data sets prove most enlightening when viewed with respect to a deliberately
constructed theoretical model, particularly world systems theory, which best brings to
light the dynamics of trade in the Caribbean in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
While all theoretical models prove to be limiting as a direct result o f an imposed structure
based on generalizations, world systems theory brings to an investigation o f St.
Eustatius’s history a third dimension not discerned in functional or historical models.
Despite the potential failings o f world systems theory, its imposition on the data sets
gathered herein allows a more thorough understanding o f St. Eustatius to be brought to
light.
Finally, the present study opens up possibilities for further studies in the
Caribbean. The study o f ports in the Caribbean and their role in trade can help in
understanding better the dynamics o f the region. Similar studies developed to examine
ports such as St. Thomas, St. Barts, and Jamaica, among others, can only serve to better
explicate the history o f the area. A full understanding o f each o f their histories and a
comparative study o f them may reveal new evidence o f shifts in trade relations and a
better understanding o f how coins were used in the Caribbean. Additionally, the
multifaceted analysis o f archaeological data sets, such as coin collections, offers future
promise and points o f departure for reviewing cultural materials in a variety o f contexts at
various levels, moving such objects from the curious to historical.
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APPENDIX 1

The following inventory describes basic characteristics o f each coin o f the
collection from St. Eustatius.
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

O rigin

Context:
jst Eustatius

|SE 219/20Q6

TPQ:

1771

@ Legend

I | Countermark

,

_

*> *ii , $ I
< 'ik,i ?«.

[v] Value

|l(3 t

Mint/maker:

wm
r. p?|i
11 $

s

■ .... /:> :v;o:;:.

>.

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Brass

r

j

0,50

22.20

Broken in two fragments and one part is missing, cuprous chloride on
one edge.

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

O rigin

□

2

|

Context:

jst Eustatius

Legend

|

1771

God bless St Eustatius Guvn (Goose) / Herman Gossling 1771(1 Bt)

I | Countermark

ff

jy»l Value

16 t

Mint/maker:

TPQ:

SE219 / 14 H4A 3329

— -

.

'VH1!

mmmBBI—

Aditional info:

a trade token

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Brass

0.60

23,20

Iron stains and cuprous chloride, one part of the edge is missing
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

r

Origin

□

Context:
|st Eustatius

Legend

jjj

|

TPQ:

|SE 219 / 34J4 3409

[~~

God bless St Eustatius Guvn (Goose) / Herman Gossling 1771(1/2 Bt)

■■■■■I ■

■•<■■■ .1 ■

Countermark

□

Value

—

Jl/2

W

I ■ HM.I1 — -M

1
3t

Mint/maker;

Aditional info:

This is a trade token.

"V

sSMlI

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Brass

|"«T ”

^

' f 19.30

Complete but with some iron stains

■sV
■
>t?1-.iv
^ '■
J'S
k.^EW
/* i C: -&>&'.■

Ig®
'A
L

•^ss&v

* 'J

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

(Si?

Origin

®

Context:

4

1st Eustatius

Legend

TPQs

|SE219/14J1A3 4253

|

1771

God biess St Eustatius Guvn (Goose) / Herman Gossling 1771(1 Bt)
.

1

I I Countermark

j
@ Value

|IB t

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

jBrass

0.50

0.00

Broken intwo fragments, and another part of the coin is missing. It is
bent.
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I
O rig in

Context:

5

jst Eustatius

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 2GV17 4250

|

1771

God bless St Eustatius Guvn (Goose) / Herman Gossling 1771(1/2 Bt)

I I Countermark

I | Value

2 Bt

Mint/maker:

Aditionai info:

This is a trade token,

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

JBrass

Thickness:

I

18.90

Bent. One part of the coin is missing
■

j

0.50
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

O rig in

JSt Eustatius

TPQ:

I

@ Legend

| se 219 / 8U2B 4249

j

1771

God bless St Eustatius Guvn (Goose) / Herman Gossling 1771(1 Bt)

’ ‘ **’.!?!

I i Countermark

®

p

Value

_

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Brass

0.70

23.00

I
Complete
!

. >

- -v -

SS'-
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I
O rigin

Context:

7

|Norway/Denmark

@ Legend

TPQ:

|sE 219 / 34 BX4A3286
f

D. C.RuXDANGNOR. (crown W)/II SKIL. DANSKE.1715 (coat of arms 3
crowned lions) and "c w" mark

I

I I Countermark

1^1 Value

Mint/maker:

Christian Winnecke

IliW

Aditional info:

This coin dates fromthe period when Norway was part of Denmark.

WmrnW'--'

■

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

(Silver

j

Thickness:

15.60

ilete but it is braking on one edge,

I

040

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

8

r

O rigin

Context:
TPQ:

Denmark

@ Legend

|se 219 / 8V5B4224

1712

II SKILLINGDANSKE1712 C(heart) W

S Ii
a s s s s is lil
'V

W m k
1 | Countermark

(yrj Value

jll skilling

Mint/maker:

Christian Winnecke

'

Aditional info:

One face does not showany evidence of stam

.

v V iv.-’.V- ’' s ' -.

;-

tH
-

.

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

SMi

Complete

18.20

0.20

100

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I

®

OriRin

(Curacao

@ Legend

Context:
TPQ:

| se 219 / t m 4217

f~

1947

Munt Van Curacao 1947 ( Lion with spade) / 2 1/2 Cent (Surrounded by
leaves and flowers.

| | Countermark

mmm
@ Value

Mint/maker:

Utrecht

Aditional infc:-

same that the Netherlands

Fhysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

r

Bronze
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

I

'Si 10

O rigin

MJSA

@ Legend

TPQ;

|SE 2 19/7213 4221

j

1964

Liberty IN GOD WE TRUST 1966 / UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ONE
DIME EPLURIB USUNUM

..
I I Countermark

Value

jlOcents

Mint/maker:

mm

Aditional info:

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jcupro Niquel

|

Thickness:

17.70

| T

1>I0

102

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
n

ID 1

O rigin

Context:
TPQs

(Brazil

I

@ Legend

|SE219/41A2

1805

1-3;

JOANNES.D.G.P.E.BRASIUAE.P.REGENS(Xwith flowers on each side
surrounded bydots and crowned 1805) /
CIRCUM
IT.ORBEM
.PECUNIA.TOTUM(Thickparallels on globe)

I I Countermark

■o'
0

v-r

u-

Value

.r

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

[Copper

Thickness:

25.30

f

i

103

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID 1

12"

O rigin

(Danish

@ Legend

Context:
TPQ:

Jse 219 / 14A10

m2

|

CHRIST:ALB:D.G.H.N. (Coat of arms 2 crowned lions) / I SCHILLVBES
surrounded by dots) :*DUX.SCHLES.VHOL.1682.*

I I Countermark

@ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Christopher Albrech Del Gratia H.N.

Physical D escription

Metal

[silver

Diameter:

Condition:

Complete

Thickness:

|

0.40
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I
O rigin

13

Context:
TPQ:

French colonies

@ Legend

|SE219 / 14B5B4201

OUISXVI.R.DEF... (3 crowned flour de lis)/..AYENNEo COLON...
AYENNE(symbol) (around the edge) 2 SOUS 1780A(sourrounded
circle)rside countermarkedl

@ Countermark

Crown (0.76x0.66). STBARTHOLOM
I

I

|V] Value

12 sous

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jBillon

|

Thickness:

'

|

0.20

21.50

Complete but bent when it was counterstamped
■ '

.

■

•:

■

.

■

'■

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ro

I

O rigin

0

IT

Context:

jFrench colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219/ 14C3 4200

|

LOUISXVI.R.DEFRETDENA
V(3 crowned flour de lis)/ COLONIEDE
CAYENNE(symbol) (around the edge) 2 SOUS1... A(sourrounded bya
_
^
- - afccircle)fside countermarkedl

Countermark

jCrownn (0.64x0.66). STBARTHOLOM

Value

|2 sous

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

|Copper

|

Thickness:

21.80

}

0.20

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID (A ssails
O rig in

0

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 4206

|

1789

LOUISXVI/R.DE/ FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)[side
countermarked] /COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) (around the edge)
.SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by a circle)

Countermark

Crown (0.7x0.66) STBARTHOLOM
EW

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

|

21.40

Complete. Bent when countermarked.

0.20
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
|

id

O rigin

16

Context:

(French colonies

TPQ:

I*'

@ Legend

|SE219/ 14P3559

|

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)[side
countermarked] /COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) (around the edge)
...SOU.. 1..9 A(sourrounded bya circle)

Countermark

Crown (0.71x0.77) STBARTHOLOM
EW

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

JBillon
f

Thickness:

j

0.30

22.30

Complete. It shows some black stains.

rrc, ■
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID J

:m 17

O rig in

0

Context:

[Netherlands

Legend

|se 219 ICS

TPQi

1863

1(coat of arms: Lion with a spade crowned) C/18 ("W

I I Countermark

0

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

[Copper

Thickness:

|

Complete.
‘■.'■V'r V : ; ,

j

0.60

21.50

>y.

,

;

W mI

tf>Ifill

I
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

18

O rig in

Context:

IjNetherlands

Legend

|5 cents

Mint/maker:

"B"

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

jSilver

Condition:

1825

18 ("W
" crowned) 25/ 5 (coat of arms crowned: Lion with spade)CB

I I Countermark

Value

TPQ:

|se 219 / 41 A1 4245

110

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
O rig in

(Netherlands

53 Legend

TPQr

JSE219 / 3425,5A4256
I

1863

18 "W
" (crowned) 63/ 1/2 Coat of arms (lion with spade) crowned
'

f~~l Countermark

Value

11/2 cent

Mint/maker:

II

Aditional info:

1MM

Physical D escrip tion
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

(Copper
I

|

Complex

Thickness:

15.30

0.10

Ill

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

20

Context:
TPQ:

(Netherlands

Legend

219 / 34J / Q3 3488

f

1825

18 ("W
" crowned) 25/ 5 (coat of arms crowned: Lion with spade)C B

I I Countermark

|V| Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

mmrnm
Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

jSilver

1

Thickness:

14^0

|

0.10

112

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

21

|

Origin

Context:
TPQ:

I(Netherlands

@ Legend

219 / 7Y1

1863

1(coat of arms: lionwih spade, crowned) C./18"W
" (crowned) 63

I I Countermark

1^1 Value

1cent

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

0.12

21.40

Complete.

a

M

il
s
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

Origin

0

TPQ:

IINetherlands

Legend

I I Countermark

|l/2 cent

A'Ah

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Condition:

1863

1/2 coat of arms (lion with spade) crowned / 18 "W
" (crowned) 63

1

Value

|SE219/20Q1 4257

Thickness:

Complete.
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

|F ii

ID

Origin

0

0

Context:

23

IFrench colonies

Legend

J

TPQ:

1780

LOUISXVI...DENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)[side countermarked]
/COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) (around the edge)
1..6 A
(sourrounded bya cir

Countermark

SE(St Eustatius)
-

0

|SE219 / 8W3A 4194

t *>

:

ASS*

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

p8|lfill®
Physical Description
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

21.50

Complete. Bent when counterstamped,
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

24

ID |

Origin

0

Context:

IFrench colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219/8P17 4192

f

1780

LOUISXVI/R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de Iis)[side
countermarked] /COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) (around the edge) 2
SOU.. 178.. A(sourrounded by a circle)

Countermark

SE(St Eustatius)

Value

2 sous

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

mmm
-■ ■

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:

Thickness:

|

21.50

0.10

116

Saint Eustatius Coin inventory
n>

p iS s ir

Origin

Context:

(French colonies

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 34 L5 4042

f -

1780

.CAYENNE... (counterstamped)/.

@ Countermark

@ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

[Copper

j

Thickness:

21.50

Complete but shows corrosion that does not allowed to read the
inscription.
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Origin

0

[French colonies

Legend

TPQs

|SE219/ 8V5A4193

|

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol)... A(sourrounded bya circle)
SMS
counterstamped side

Countermark

\s/\

Context:

Jltfk, 26

SE(St Eustatius)

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical Description
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

per

|

Thickness:

21.40

Complete. Bent when counterstamped.

0.10
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

Origin

®

| French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 34BX43323

f

1809

LOUISXVI,R.D... [side countermarked] /COLONIE... (around the edge)
...SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded bya circle)

1^71 Countermark

•SEP" (St Eustatius)

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

There are twocountermarks. "P" determines the TPQ

‘•KWiX,

m
Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

|IBillon
[

Thickness:

0.10

21.70

Complete but bent.
.

i-r:

■/.>

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

0

28

|French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 14H7 2788

|

1782

.(3 crowned flour de lis) /COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) (around the
edge) 2 SOUS 1782 A(sourrounded bya circle)[side countermarked]

Countermark

0

Context:

SE(St Eustatius)

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

| ;■

Physical D escription
Metal

[silver

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

22.90

Complete.

|

0.10

120

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

fiStf 29

origin

(French colonies

^7'

|SE2X9/TEST UNIT14195

TPQ:

ireo

@ Legend

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDEN
A
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE... (sourrounded bya circle) 2 SOUS...
rcounterstamped side!

[71 Countermark

SE(St Eustatius)

[7 Value

sous

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Condition:

I| Billon wmmm

Thickness:

Bent when countermarked,

I

•

0.10

121

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I -M
Origin

Context:

30

(French colonies

@ Legend

@ Countermark

TPQ:

|SE 219 / 20QX5A 3344 A#1

|

1789

LOUIS XVI,R.DE, FR.ET DE NAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIE DE CAYENNE (symbol) 2 SOUS 1789 A (sourrounded by
a circle) fcounterstamped side)
SE(St Eustatius)

1^71 Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

mmm

122

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

~

Origin

31

Context:
TPQ:

IIFrench colonies

@ Legend

|SE219/8U 4196

f

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) 2 SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by
a circle) fcounterstamped sidel

1^1 Countermark

SE(St Eustatius
■

’•"

@ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

JCopper

|

22.00

|

0.20

■,V:.Vv

123

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

32

Origin

0

Contexts
TPQ:

I[French colonies

Legend

|SE219/8N12

f

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE(symbol) ... (sourrounded bya circle)
fcounterstamped side!

Countermark

mmm
I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info;
C
-:;-v.

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

JCopper

22.20

Complete. Bent when countermark*

temm
.

0.10

124

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

Origin

0

33"

Context:

I(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

(SE219/14A10 283

j

1780

wmmM

.. DE... /... [counterstamped side]

.

>\ V ? « » SlSSSt s &Ihs.*

0

Countermark

SE(St Eustatius)

:
| | Value

Mint/maker:

Ifi
Aditional info:

The "E" fromthe counterstamp "SE" was stamped twice.

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

I Brass
|

Thickness:

22.10

Complete. Bent when countermarked.

i■
v

--:

j

0.10

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

origin

0

34

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

)SE219/14C2

I

1809

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE... (sourrounded bya circle)
fcounterstamped side!

Countermark

SEP(Saint Eustatius)

I I | Value

Mint/maker:

HBfk
I I lill 1v
■

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

jBillon

Thickness:

j

0.00
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

Origin

35*

Context:

iFrench colonies

TPQ:

I

1809

@ Legend

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)
[counterstamped side] / around the edge; COLONIEDECAYENNE...
(center sourrounded bya circle')

|i/| Countermark

■SEP" (Saint Eustatius)

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Half of the "SE" stamp was erased.

Physical Description

Metal

JBiiion

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

21.70

Complete.
V -v.V i
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Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

Origin

0

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 284

is®

|*

LOUISXVI;R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)
[counterstamped side] / around the edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE...
(center sourrounded bya circle)

0 Countermark

"SEP" (Saint Eustatius)

I | Value

Mint/maker:

mm

mmm

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal
Diameter:
Condition:

IS ^ M S !

Thickness:

20.70

ilete. Bent when counterstamped,

t

0.10

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

O rigin

0

37

Context:

[1Frenchcolonies

TPQ:

I

Legend

219 / 40A1 4199

1809

LOUISXVI;R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis)
[counterstamped side] / around the edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE,
center: 2 SOUS 17..2 sourrounded by a circle

0 Countermark

SEP" (Saint Eustatius)

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

mm
Wm&
Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

jBillon

r

J

Thickness:

....... 22.50

Complete..

1 - a

S

1

B

i

1

I

0 30

129

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I
Origin

Context:

38

TPQ;

French colonies

@ Legend

(SE219/ 34V4 4378

J

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDEN
A
V. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center:2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded bya
circle)

]] Countermark

:7
\V\

Value

• $ M'

.i .

SOUS

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

ICopper

|

Thickness:

I

0.40

22.10

Complete. The corrosion does not allowto see all the surface.

WMll

130

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

Context:
1French colonies

@ Legend

TPQs

jSE219 / 14G6B3649

1

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: ... 8 ...( sourrounded bya circle)

3] Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

[

0.00

Folded in half and corroded.

I

0.00

131

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Origin

40

Context:
TPQs

IjFrench colonies

@ Legend

|SE 2 1 9 / 26T 4207

["

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: ...1...A(sourrounded bya circle)

I I Countermark

mmm

I | Value

Mint/maker:

M
S3K1;

||| ;
W/ . M

Aditional info:

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

[copper

|

21.90

Complete. Bent.

j

040

132

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
[SE 2 19/

Context:
Origin

1jFrench colonies

@ Legend

■

f
■

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDEN
A
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1...A(sourrounded bya
circle)

I I Countermark

Value

TPQ:

i&

|2 SOUS

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

22.20

Complete. On the face of the date It is ???

j

0 50

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

r

Origin

42

Context:

(French colonies

@ Legend

TPQ:

|sE 2 i9 /8 4 5 C

|

1789*

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by
a circle)

I i Countermark

F71 Value

sous

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

jcopper

|

Complete.

Thickness:

22.20

[

0.50

134

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

r

id

Origin

0

Context:
IFrench colonies

I

Legend

I | Value

Mint/maker:

rnmml

Physical Description

Metal

Condition:

[

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: ... 1789A(sourrounded bya
• Vi circle)

Countermark

Aditional info:

TPQ:

[SE219 / 8Q9 4188

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

JlfSg 44

Origin

TPQ:

iFrench colonies

@ Legend

|se 219 / 26U16G

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lls) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS...9A(sourrounded bya
circle)

I I Countermark

| | Value

I

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical Description
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Billon

22.60

Almost complete. Coprous chloride.

0.40

136

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

45

Origin

0

Context:
TPQs

IFrench colonies

I

Legend

|SE219/8H4 4189

|

1789

LOUISXVI/R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle)

I I Countermark

:- v V

I I Value
.

Mint/maker:

.vjsuo

ILLI uZLju:

ivSSSsi
mm

mmrnmmmmmm

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

jCopper

21.80

Complete but bent.

|

030

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

Origin

0

46

Context:
TPQs

French colonies

Legend

|SE 219 / 14 H9 3596

j

1789

LOUISXVI;R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de Jis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle)
filililll

( | Countermark

0

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Billon

Thickness:
■■

Diameter:

Condition:

[

Complete.

:

22.50

|

o!io

138

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

47

Orisin

Context:

|French colonies

53 Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 8V5A4187

I

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by
a circle)

v <:■.

I | Countermark

Value

’v '

SOUS

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Billon

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

22.40

Complete

" -/ ■/

■ .■

0.30

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

48

Origin

0

Context:

jFrench colonies

Legend

TPQ:

(SE219/ 20Q10 2500

I

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DEf FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis}/around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
i

\
V

”1

:V«E

Countermark

Value

mi®s®

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

IiBiilon mawm 5

Thickness:

*I

0.40

140

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

id

r~

Origin

Context:
JJFrench colonies

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 281

f

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
[edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by
'V.Vsv-V ••‘w\;.Y-'a- t- ‘LZ’k
a circle)

j 1 Countermark

Value

|2 SOUS

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

[Billon

r

22.30

Complete.

Sii!i

0^0

141

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
|

id

Origin

0

50

Context:

|f

TPQ:

Legend

|SE219/ 8V2 280(4186)

f

1789

LOUISXVI7R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE/center: 2 SOUS1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle)

I I Countermark

y{? 1

Value

*’*V7

V sv , ?’

iii-

SOUS

Mint/maker:

iStoSSfiliiJs
iv 4IsHi$111®

!

Aditional info:

Physical Description

Metal

Diameter:

jBillon
1

Thickness:

22.30

0.60

142

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID
Origin

0

Context:

51

^French colonies

Legend

TPQ;

|SE219 / 8V2 BULK

IfS
ml&m " — ••■■•

LOUISXVI,R.DE; FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle)

I I Countermark

fTI Value

sous

Mint/maker:
.

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

JBillon

Diameter:

Condition:

Complete.

mzm

143

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

r

id

Origin

®

sj

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

jSE 219/33L 4028

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle)

I I Countermark
...

*ri
E

Value

,&'*■
''V; 1-;'j

[5 1 5 ^

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

jBillon
|

Thickness:

0.30

22.60

Condition:
.

c 1#;'W
-tL .
jM
1;*m
*! m m

/

144

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

0

TPQ:

IFrench colonies

Legend

|se 219 / 8V5A4186

[vijv

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789A(sourrounded by

I I Countermark

0

Value

|2 sous 7

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

JBillon
|

Thickness:

22.30

Complete. Bent

j

0.50

145
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ID |

Origin

54

Context:
TPQ:

[French colonies

@ Legend

|SE219/8V3 4203

1780

f

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center;... A(sourrounded by a circle)

I I Countermark

j | Value

j

Mint/maker:

.

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

ICopper

Thickness:

22.00

Complete but bent.
,

r

J

0.50

146

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

55

Origin

□

Context:
tpqj

1INetherlands

Legend

jSE 219 / 4X 2 11352

r

1883

center: 1CENT/...LANDEN...788..,, centrer: Lionof Holland (lion with

I 1 Countermark

Value

|1 cent

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

W S0^0$i
fjjjjllp4g>

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Bronze

18.50

The edges are wearing off.

j

0.60

, '

'.r

4

147

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

56

Origin

tpqs

|j

@ Legend

r

1883

Edge: (ax) KONINGRDKDERNEDERLANDEN(dager) 1883, cente: lion
of Holland (surrounded by dotline)/ 1CENT(surrounded by leaves)

I I Countermark

0

jse 219/7dl 4227iis

Context:

in

Value

Mint/maker:

■

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Bronze

18.60

Complete.

148

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

3

57

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219 / 8V3 4234

[“

1779

(crowned "C" on blank planchet

I I Countermark

••

■

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This coins were used on many of the territories of the French West Indies,
specially Martinique, Guadaloupe, and St Domingue.

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Jcopper
|
SlisiSllKlSI

1

Complete.

22.50

Thickness:

|

0.40

149

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I

Origin

58

Context:

french colonies

TPQ,

SE219/ 38G1

|

1779

@ Legend

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This coins were used on many of the territories of the French West Indies,
specially Martinique, Guadaloupe, and St Domingue.

Physical D escription

Metal

(Billon

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

21.80

Complet

j

040

150

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Origin

Context:

|SE219 / 34BX3155

TPQs

(French colonies

■

@ Legend

W-v;?-.... .
\7\ Countermark

SK" (Saint Kitts)

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jBillon

Thickness:

22.00

On side of the edge is wearing off

*

....

"

|

0.50

■

151

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID i

Origin

□

60

Context:

IFrench colonies

Legend

@ Countermark

TPQ:

'...F" (Guadaloupe?)

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escrip tion

Diameter:

Condition:

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE; FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS1789 A(sourrounded by
■
a circle)
1v:~V
^cl , vj''i'' i

' 'liB SfilSf

Metal

|SE219/ 14A/B4197

Thickness:

152

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

0

(Guiana

Legend

TPQ:

|se 219 / 8 J1 4244

J

1813

On the edge: PRO... GUA, center: tower? / VII... (Lion)

I I Countermark

^ v S ;v -v

Pi""-*'

I I Value

Mint/maker:

.1

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

j

22.00

The edge is wearing off

153

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

62

Context:

O rigin

TPQi

-

@ Legend

|SE219 / 14C3B4222

|

1813

on the edge: PROVINCIADEGUAIANA, center: tower / on the
edge:VII ANODE1813, center: crowned lion

I | Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

v- S£ *r:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

|c°pper

23.50

The edge is wearing off.

SlSte&£&£

7.00

154

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID 1

63"

Origin

I(Guiana

@ Legend

Context:

|s e 219 / 26E IDA

TPQ:

[

1817

on the edge: ...A...UAIANA / on the edge: VIIANODE1817, center:
crowned lion
' ,

r 'i.lr * 'd . ,

S' W

\

' .

\

.

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

21.60

The edge is wearing off.

rnmSssm

|

050

'

,

V' %

155

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I®
Origin

64

Context:

Guiana

Legend

TPQ.

(se 219 / 7H44225

1813

[on the edge: PROVIN...DE... / on the edge: VHANODE...,
centericrowned lion

I I Countermark

I j Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

There is a circular whole on the center of the coin. The edges of the
whole do not showmarks of wear. Diameter: 0.3cm

Physical D escription

Metal

Condition:

Thickness:

The edge is wearing off.

156

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

J

65*

O rigin

Spain

®

Legend

Context:
TPQ:

|SE 219 /34L6 3989

f

1760

on the edge: G(flower), center: coar of arms / on the edge: 60 (flower)
S(flower) HI, center: lion

I I Countermark

Value

|2 REALES

Mint/maker:
..

Aditional info:

This is a quarter of a 2 reales coin.

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

[

0.00

Cuprous chloride. Complete.

0.10

:

157

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID p M 66
Origin

Context:

EiSS

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE219/ 3425.5A"A"?

|

1643

on the edge: XIIH(crown) FE.. In the cente: cross /

ill

viW&'i
I | Countermark

I Q

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

It seems the same design thatcoinl02. 8Ldesign fromLouis XIV. Dated
betweed 1643-1715.

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

r

jSilver

|

Thickness:

24.30

The edge and the legend are wearing off.

|

0.04

158

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

[Peru

@ Legend

TPQ:

SE219/ 17A-2 291

T

Theedge: ESPAN.. On the center:cross / Divided in3. Fromleft to right:
(1)... (2) 1, SV1, 87 (3).., TR, P(waves on inferior edge)
"■

.....

I I Countermark

1^1 Value

Mint/maker:

Potosi

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

jSilver

j

Thickness:

19.00

The edge is wearing off

I

0.10

159

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID r

68

Context:
TPQ:

O rigin

@ Legend

|SE219/ 34 BX4A3280

I

o

Letter on the edge:... on the center: Coat of arms crowned/ center: cross
.

I I Countermark
.

J

I | Value

r:

Mint/maker:

S:‘:l"';

i if <11 11111S

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

JSilver
j

'

Thickness:

24.00

Edges and legend are wearing off.

j

0.10

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

69

Origin

□

Context:
TPQ:

JIFrench colonies

Legend

|SE219 / 8P7 4202

!

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center:... 1789 A(sourrounded bya

@ Countermark

CTriangle) Possible fromMartinique

| | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

. » *V

’

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

mm

IBillon

Thickness:

22.50

I

0.10

161
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ID

70

Origin

□

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ,

|se 219 / area 3

|

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDE..., center: .0. . . (sourrounded bya circle)

Countermark

Bundle of arrows. St M
artin

ivK
Ssfe-/M
,

] Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

[ilii™

Thickness:

22.00

The edge is wearing off

|

olo

162

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
|

id

Origin

0

”7T

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQ:

}SE219 / 14 B14

I

LOUISXVI,R,DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de Ils) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: ...9 (sourrounded bya circle)

Countermark

Bundle of arrows. St M
artin. There is another countermark"...F

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

1789

Complete but bent when countermarked

163

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

0

jFrench colonies

Legend

TPQ:

SE219/26EU

|

1780

LOUISXVI;R.DE, FR.ETDENAV, (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center:... (sourrounded by a circle)

Countermark

Bundle of arrows. There Is a second countermark, not as evident as the
previous but the same design.

'

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Is the second markalso

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jBillon

i

Thickness:

J

0.10

22.00

The legend is wearing off.

mm

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I ,:»SZS

Context:

|SE219/ 8V4215

French colonies

□

Legend

® Countermark

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Blackdog or sol marque. Used before 18th century
■.

•

'

'

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

jBillon
|

Thickness:

22.50

005

' '

165
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ID |

Origin

74

Context:
TPQ:

jFrench colonies

|SE 219 / 26Q3B4209

f

1779

@ Legend

I
I I Countermark

Blank planchet with Flour de lis surrounded bydot-line

| | Value

Mint/maker:

'

Aditional info:

Blackdog or sol marque. Used before 18th century

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

(Billon

j~

22.50

Complete but bent.

'V ..

0.05

is t®

166

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

75

ID |

Origin

Context:

IBritish North America colo

@ Legend

TPQ:

|sE 219/ 14B5B4248
I

1812

RDI Co/ Canoe

I I Countermark

ci'i

mmm

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

|

I

20.50

There is corrosion that impides to see all the surface.

0.10

167

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |U k § I
Origin

□

Context:

iFrench colonies

Isas*, mm.

Legend

Wmsmmm

TPQ:

|se 219 / 26L4

|

1789

1

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 ...US ...9 A(sourrounded bya
circle)

I I Countermark
'

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Copper

|

Thickness:

I

0.05

22.00

There are holes on the coin and the edge is wear off
■

v- till

-Hi,....-' ; 4 n

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

0

82*

Context:

(French colonies

Legend

TPQs

|SE 219/ B45/ Q2 3515

F

1772

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDEN
A
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: ... 1772 A(sourrounded bya

.....

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

|

22.50

The surface is falling braking down,
V iV .'i A ( W & 'lf e v ■:i" r t f *

Vj r

OOiT

169

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

si

o rig in

]r 5 5

Context:
TPQ=

|se 219/14A9 4236

|

@ Legend

I I Countermark

|

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

(silver

I

Thickness:

21.00

The edge and legend are wearing off

|

Om

170

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventor/
ID 1

O rigin

80

Context:

|f

TPQ:

Legend

|SE219/8V2C 4210

[

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDEN
A
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 ...US ...9 A(sourrounded bya
circle)

Countermark

There is an attempt to countermarked

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

jBillon
|r

|

22.50

ilmost half of the coin is missing

I

°-10

171

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

79

O rigin

□

Context:

|f

TPQ:

Legend

I I Value

mimmm

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 ...US ...9 A(sourrounded bya

@ Countermark

Mint/maker:

|SE219 / 345, 5A4208

Thickness:

22.00

The edge is wearing off.

172

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

78

Origin

0

Context:

fFrance

Legend

|SE219/8V22 '

TPQs

mm

0

IVDXVI / RECHEN GH.... (Lion)

•

.. '

' ■ K ■ .:

-

'

'■

i

11s

I I Countermark

I I Value

a

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This is a jeton. It was a casting counter. Made for Louis XVI between
1715-1774. The engraver's initial or bank maker are GH. It was probably
used as a token for trade.

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

IIBrass billon

Thickness:

16.00

The edge is wearing off

0.05

173

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Origin

Context:

77

pE

TPQs

(Netherlands

@ Legend

|SE219 / 14B5C4238

f~”

.OLANDIA...9/

1 1 Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:

^

••

! •

v

\ •

)

t

.■■ .

.

••

> ", ‘ .

Aditional info:

lilt

ilfi

H if S i

Physical D escription

W™5 ST
1Thickness:

Metal
Diameter:
Condition:

|

Folded in half.

21.00

I

oao

174

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

Origin

76"

Context:
TPQ:

(France

@ Legend

|SE219/8QR

[

-

■

■ 7

■

1715

On the edge:GLV
CX
V
.D

I I Countermark

I | Value

|

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This is a jeton. It was a casting counter. Madefor Louis X
Vbetween 17151774. The engraver's initial are PW
. It was probably used as a token for
trade.

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

(Brass billon

Thickness:

1

0.05

18.50

»lete, there is a hole inthe middle with the edges wear off

175

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

j

m

Context:

84

Origin

Jse 219 / 8P1A 4239

TPQ:

@ Legend

DG7X?/ CROW
N/

I I Countermark

I I Value

I

Mint/maker:

r

WMimM

I

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

jSilver

|

I

20.00

je
•ndv 'is almost gone, it is bent and one side is

0.05

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

85

Context:

Origin

□

TPQ;

Legend

: \ :.-V
wplsli
i

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Silver

|

Thickness:

22.00

Almost all the surface is cover by corrosion

0.10

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

id

r

O rigin

□

Context:
[Unknown

TPQ:

|SE219 / 14J12A3618

[

Legend

: >.y ^ a a

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This is not a coin, it is a button

Physical D escription

Metal

|Brass

Thickness:

|

005“

Diameter:

Condition:

One edge is missing and the legend is wear off. Cuprous chloride is
present were the edge is missing.

178

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID \% m

Context:

»7

|SE219/ 8H4 2 3 7 ^ ^ »

Unknown

□

Legend

i I Countermark

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

jSiiver

]

Thickness:

20 50

j

005

179

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

)

dpigin

□

Context:

t i 88

junknown

TPQ:

|s e 2 1 9 / 2GV18

I

0

Legend

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

5*'

..

^

V

>>. V

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

f

24.50

The surface is filled with scratches.

;

£&&^

?'■

?:'■ ■

JV
i

• : ^ i ?.

-v

t-k-;<?-%

'

’If

180

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

□

TPQ:

IUnknown

Legend

I | Value

-

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

r

27.50

There is some abrasion.. C.om
plete
.

(SE219 / 14JC3696

0

181

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I

90

Context:

|SE219 / 13M
3 3540 10477

[Unknown

□

Legend

Spa*I

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Silver

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

\ •mi 23.00

The surface Is complete cover with corrosion.

I

■' ■ •
.

■

182

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

91

Origin

□

Context:

|Unknown

|SE219 / 14A5B4214

TPQ:

Legend

<m v**

it i *

f li; i
9

*"■

: ^

<

i
-

i

w

i

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Button.

Physical D escription
Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

Complete. The surface is with scratches

0.10

183

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

j

Origin

Context:

ST 92

(unknown

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE 219 /3 5 6 5 4229

|

0

On the edge: ...IDENA. On the center: profile /

\ 11i i*
!

i I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

|

21.50

The edge and most of the legend are wear off
.

0.10

184

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I

93

Origin

IFrance

□

Legend

Context:
TPQx

|SE219 / 26C34232

j

On the edge:... XLIII, on the center: Cross with crown inevery edge /
on the center: coat of arms

I I Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:
.•

SOT®

Aditional info:

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

ISilver

!

Thickness:

|

20.00

The edge is wear off and the legend is almost gone.

OO?

185

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

O rigin

□

TPQ:

Legend
-

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

22.00

p

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

1

95

Context:

O rigin

TPQ:

Legend

|se 219 / 8V5A4251

0

f

Cross with bifurcade edge

I I Countermark

@ Value

|Xsol

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P hysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

S ilv e r

[

[

0.10

23,00

It has some corrosion on the surface and the edge is weared off.

187

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID j

96

Origin

1st Barts

Context:

TPQ:

Legend

|SE219/33EL5 3974

f

1780

LOUISXV^R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: SO...S 1... A(sourrounded bya
circle) Countermarked

Countermark

(Coat of arms) St Barts
'
.

| | Value

hms,

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

there Isa hole of 0.2x0.15

im M B S SflS m

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

{Billon

J

w

H hM -

Thickness:

22.50

Coprous chloride is covering half of the coin

|

1

oC05

188

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I m
O rigin

□

Context:

97

TPQ:

lunknown

Legend

I I Countermark

[ I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

ISIIver

j

22.00

jSE219/ 8V2C4 2 3 1 ^ ^

189

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

98

Context:

[unknown

TPQ:

|SE219 / 1W
9A4220

[

0

Legend

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

i.i

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

/

f

005

190

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |lfii§ 9 9
O rigin

□

Context:

|SE 219 / 17A4 4233

jiUnknown

Legend

I I Countermark

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

p

| ®|j|||

Wr

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

ISflver
|

Thickness:

21.00

The surface and edge are weared off.

I

iio s

191

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

ioo

Context:
TPQ:

I(U nknow n"

Legend

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Silver

Thickness:

22.00

The edge and surface are weared off.

)SE219 / 3425.5A4246

(

"

0

192

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

102

O rigin

J France

@ Legend

Context:
TPQ:

SE219 / 3426 3986

j

Cross 8Ldesign/ coat of arms

I I Countermark

|V] Value

mi s *

Mint/maker:
vl'.h'S

Aditional info:

It seems the same design that
betweed 1643-1715.

93. ■8•Ld.esign fro
mLouis
XIV. Dated
•
!•

■■ ; ■ . : -

%:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jsilver

Thickness:

21.00

e and legend are weared off.

|

CL00

■

>i- ■■■■

193

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
n>

p lM l

Origin

0

Context:

1(Netherlands

Legend

TPQ:

|SE219/ 7H4 4226

1883

1/2.../ Lionof Holland

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

^

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

0.00

1

194

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

103

(SE219 / 14A4228

Context:

O rigin

TPQ:

r

o

@ Legend

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Same design that 95,

H UI I \ ' 11
Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

23.50

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

104

Origin

0

0

jst

Context:

Eustatius

Legend

JSE219 / 34J3 3297

TPQs

1809

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) Countermarked
/ around the edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SO...S 17.. A
(sourrounded by a circle)

Countermark

SE

P (St
'

I I Value

IS

mm mi

»

-------------------------

Mint/maker:

$ II :.'Vv I-

Aditional info:

: ■ ill'll
Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

jB
illon

jf

Thickness:

j

23.00

........

■w y

0.00

196

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

105

Origin

□

Context:

lunknown

Legend

SE219 / 7P7 4258

TPQ:

0

faround the edge: A
N S. On the center: A? sorrounded bya circle
!l

I"1.........

I I Countermark

] Value

Mint/maker:

:■
■ . -v"

------

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Thickness:

I - - t - l—

[I

Diameter:

Condition:

|

j

0.00

16.50

It seems that It had a silver layer. The legend is almost erased.

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

r

Origin

0

Context:
jFrench colonies

Legend

TPQ:

jsE 219/34 BX4A3282

j

1780

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS(sourrounded bya circle)

I I Countermark

] Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

MM#*

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

jper

J

'‘

22.50

Bented and cover with corrosion

J

0.00

198

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
| lil. !07

ID

O rigin

□

Context:

junknown

jsE 219/ 26E9A4235

TPQs

Legend

i

■;! ■ !'■

I | Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Z-i?;VTT:T:;:

’'/■iS.::

Aditional info:

Button

Physical D escription

Metal

|
Condition:

22.00

The edge is weared off

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I

O rigin

0

108

Context:

|SE219 / 34C4A3255 T"-v.:V'v

JI

Legend

8 Ldesign?

f~~] Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

;iblyFrench seventeenth century Same design that coin 102?

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

ie part of the edge is missing. The edge and legend is weared off.
le face is cover with corrosion.

200

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

no"

Context:

(French colonies

|SE 219 / 26E8 4213

TPQ:

|

1779

Legend

Countermark

unded bya dot circle. French

I I Value

Mint/maker:

■ H i
Aditional info:

The same mark that 57 an 58.

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

[SraS
|

Thickness:

23.50

parts of the coins are missing. It is bent.
.

I

|

000

201

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

|

O rigin

m

Context:

| France

1M M f B

TPQs

219 / 34BX3152

r

@ Legend

I I Countermark

[~] Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

•

A

Physical D escription

MetaJ

Diameter:

Condition:

[sih S

Thickness:

|

MO

24.50

It is broken inthree pieces and one fragment is
percentage of the coin is cover with corrosion.

J iH

. Alarge

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID I
O rigin

iiT

Context:

(French colonies

@ Legend

TPQr

|se 219/ 14B17 4190

|

1780

3 flour de iis crowned/...OLO

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

Jsilver

|

23.50

[

0.00

203

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

113

Context:

O rigin

®

0

TPQ:

Legend

flour de lis sorrounded bya circle/no trace of any legei

I I Countermark

□

|SE 219 / 29W2 4240

&v$mr : ■

Value

Mint/maken

>V' 1 v lil liSl

Aditional info:

r •%•*sSPfll * ■*V..? *!
Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Jcopper

22.20

0.10

204

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

O rigin

□

|SE 219 / 34L6 3988

TPQ:

1779

Legend

R71 Countermark

Blankplanchet with flour de lis

I | Value

Mint/maker:

v
.'V
V

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

lco«5er

Thickness:

' v

■

mmw

205

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
1

id

O rigin

□

U5

Context:
tpqs

{Unknown

14B5D 4212

r

0

Legend

□ Countermark

□

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Billon

j

22 20

j

0.10

206

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID \ m m m

Context:

jFrench colonies

□

'.c’.'tvv

sw
ft

TPQ*

|se 219 / 13M
4

I

IlliSf

0

Legend

I I Countermark

Mint/maker:

ittflMNMi

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Billon

)

speaa

Thickness:

0.00

0.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context;

Origin

□

(unknown

|

o

Legend

I I Countermark

f~~]

TPQ,

|se 219/86 4211

■ v . .V

"3

’ ' ii-:

: v.;

I'M-/;-

,>

..

Value

Mint/maker:

Im p

Aditional info:

P hysical D escription
Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

I

0.00

208

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID i
Origin

U8

Context:

erlands Antilles
J{SN
WeSth
iBlstt’
'
$ >1®sfw

TPQt

|SE219 4/ 44Y4218

I*

1965

@ Legend

,

(floral design)

I I Countermark

@ Value

(2 1/2 cents

'Ji.'rl'f'*
■
b-’yiV ■

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Bronze

J

22.00

1.00

209

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

J il ll 119

Origin

[Netherlands Antilles

@ Legend

TPQ:

jsE 2191 11Y14219
I

1977

2 1/2 Cents (randomstars) / NEDERLANDSENANT1LLEN1977, Crowned
coat of arms with leyend "LIBERTATEUNANIM
US"

I I Countermark

[■✓] Value

|2 1/2Cents

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Bronze

Thickness:

22.00

J

2.00

210

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |
O rigin

□

120
lunknown

Context:
TPQ:

Legend

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

Corrosion.

mm

p
1

l3l /4Cl BH

0

211

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

121

Context:
TPQ:

1(unknown

|se 225.5

f

Legend

j I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:
, Vfc* /

W sw ssS B eS

T

sS B S w s s ®8* 1

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

ICopper

|

Thickness:

22.00

J

0.00

212

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

122

Context!
TPQ:

IiFrench colonies

Legend

P

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUS 1789 A(sourrounded by
m
a circle)

Countermark

I I Value

|SE 220/ 9AT4

1C
11ro
? wn, St Barts

J

Mint/maker:

'a*..;

f

li I., n iiwil—w Mn i 11■M
i■twin

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

0.10

22.00

Corrosion
:

.-“'t :

■10m-■

•

■ ■

, ::

■.

■■

213

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

123

Origin

Jspain

Context:
TPQ:

@ Legend

225.4

j

1861

DELASESPANAS25 CENTDEREALCoat of arms

I I Countermark

Value

jun centimo

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

[Copper

Thickness:

22.00

|

O00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID j

O rigin

□

124

Context:

|se 220/ 10A3

1Denmark

Legend

I I Countermark

I j Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

The design suggests that is Danish

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

[Copper

Thickness:

23.00

Corrosion. The coin is folded.

18

215

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

O rigin

□

125

Context:

jl

TPQ:

JSE222/ 1A7

j

Legend

I I Countermark

I I Value

Mint/maker:

mm

Aditional info:

P hysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

■
|

21.00

I

(UO

216

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

f

Origin

Context:
(Netherlands

@ Legend

TPQ:

(statta n.p.

I

crowned "W
" 1828 / 1Ccrowned coat of arms

?^a«g£S& -H
I i Countermark

I | Value

I

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription
Metal

Thickness:

j®
s
S
b
»S

19.00
Condition:

1828

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

O rigin

127

Context:

JNetherlands

.....

@ Legend

TPQ:

jSE131 / 7D2

f

~~ ~

1825''

crowned "W
" 1825 / 1Ccrowned coat of arms

I I Countermark

[^] Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

’■■■ 1 V'Y.'

-

Physical D escription

Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

Silver nickel

J

0.00

218
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ED

Origin

128

Context:

| Netherlands

@ Legend

SE 220 / 3B2A

TPQs

1827

’W
" 1827 / 1Ccrowned coat of arms

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

mrnmm
P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

J

19.50

j

~

0.00

219
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ID

129

O rigin

Context:

(French colonies

@ Legend

TPQ:

Jse 131 Surface

|

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENA
V
. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 2 SOUSS 1789 A(sourrounded by
a circle) Countermarked

Countermark

St Barts

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Ph ysical D escription

Metal

(Copper

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

22.00

Corrosion. The coin is bent.

'

L

j

OOO

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

130

Context:
TPQ;

jNetherlands

@ Legend

|s e 225.6

f

Edge: (ax) KONINGRDKDERNEDERLANDEN(dager) 1883, cente: lion

I I Countermark

Value

|2 1/2 cents

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Bronze

Thickness:

(

0.00

j

0.00

221

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
Context:
Origin

0

IFrench colonies

Legend

J

1809

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / (around the
edge) COLONIEDECAYENNE... (sourrounded bya circle)
fcounterstamped side!

Countermark

□

TPQ:

|SE 130.1

|"SEP" St Eustatius

1

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

|5Billon
|

Thickness:

22.00

j”

0.00

222
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ID

|

O rigin

132

Context:

jNetherlands

TPQs

@ Legend

|SE220 / 3B2

1863

1

ed "W
" 1863 / 1/2 Ccrowned coat of arms

I I Countermark

Value

: , ,

)••

cent

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

|C°PPer

Thickness:

0.00

|

223
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ID j i # 133

Origin

Context:

(Netherlands

@ Legend

‘•gf

TPQ=

|SE220/ 3B2

|

"S S IS

is «

crowned "W
" 1863 / 1/2 Ccrowned coat of arms

@ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P h ysical D escrip tion

Metal

JCopper

Diameter:

|

Condition:
I

Thickness:

000

|

0.00

224

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

Context:

O rigin

INetherlands

@ Legend

TPQs

pj-Lampe

0

j

[crowned "W
" / 1C crowned coat of arms

I I Countermark

□

Value

I

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

|Copper

}

Veryworn

Thickness:

22.00

1

0.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

O rigin

135“

Context:
TPQ:

IIFrench colonies

Legend

| s 19

f

/ 1B3

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 1789 (sourrounded bya circle)

I
Countermark

I | Value

SE" St Eustatius

,

;

•

■

1

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #16. There is no

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

0.00

22.00

'

'

;

• .

' ‘ .

226
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ID

Origin

136

Context:

1JFrench colonies

@ Legend

SE hf 4 13

TPQ:

1789

LOUISXVI,R.DE, FR.ETDENAV. (3 crowned flour de lis) / around the
edge: COLONIEDECAYENNE, center: 1789 (sourrounded bya circle)

$$$V
:V8I'

I I Countermark

:

•

,

'

' " ..

; • w'. '

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #18. There is no picture.

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

Thickness:

•

227
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ID

|

Origin

0

137

]INetherlands

Legend

'

jsE HF418 NP

TPQ:
,

|l (lion inside crowned coat of arms) C/ Crowned "W
" 182..

I I Countermark

0

Context:

J

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

identification is based on a drawing #19. There is no picture.

mm
Ph ysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Thickness:

|

f

0.00

21.00

Condition:

mMmmm

.

:■■ ■■

i

228
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ID ( S T ? *

Origin

□

Context:

(unknown

1PQ:

|S E 219/1B 7 61

|

0

Legend

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #21. There is no picture. Possible

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

1

J

0.00

22.50

Veryworn. It is folded in half.
'■ ■
,■
■
■ , ' .
1 ;-

' '

:

■'' '

-- -

229

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory

@ Legend

,./ inthe center: 2 sous 17.

I I Countermark

I | Value

|

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #:

is no picture.

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

j

Thickness:

|

22.00

|

0.00

230
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ID f S W
O rigin

|SEHF60 NP

Context:

jFrench colonies

@ Legend

TPQ:

j

1789

./ 2sous

I I Countermark

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #23. There is no picture.

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

|

Thickness:

j

22.00

|

0.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

r

141

Context:

O rigin

TPQ:

@ Legend

|se HFNP

j

0*

... on the edge: M
ER... XIII... BRI/ crowned "X
"

I I Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #24. There is no picture.

Physical D escrip tion

Metai
Diameter:
Condition:

p * m s i*
|

;:<iS§

Very worn.

25.50

Thicimess;

r

■ ■- i°-°°

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
jSEEHF

"

Unknown

□

Legend

I I Countermark

[ | Value

|

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #25. There is no picture.

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

j

Thickness:

!

28.00

Condition:
•> >*vv

.*>■ t , ..

fh'M

■<:fcu v 1. A '•

■v:

j

3.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

Origin

143

Context:
TPQ:

jNetherlands

@ Legend

Jsehf 63 MP
f

1863

1(lion inside crowned coat of arms) C/ Crowned "W
" 1863

I I Countermark

Value

1C

1

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Similar to coin 17. This identification is based on a drawing #1

P h ysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

j

22.00

The coin is folded in half.

1.00

234
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ID

144

Origin

jFrench colonies

@ Legend

Context:

|SE218/45 H4 19

TPQ:

CAYEN.../ ...LON...

‘

.

•’

.

•

‘ •

-

I I Countermark

@ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a d

Physical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Thickness:

|

Condition:

'01

22.00

0.10

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID J *

Origin

Context:

MS

1st Eustatius

@ Legend

|SEHFNP416

*j

TPQ:

^ I**-.'W 4. \

GODBLESSSTEUSTATIUS&GUVn (gossling on the center) / HERM
AN
GOSSLING1771 1/2 Bt

I I Countermark

1^1 Value

11/2 Rt

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #3,
•
■'

’

■

•;!
.

Metal

Diameter:

J

jm

:

m

|

...

-

-i

;■

.

:

Thickness:

m

;' V :

•j

1.00

19.00

Condition:
....

...

.

.....

..

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

j

Origin

0

146

Context:

JNeth
" erlands

Legend

TPQ:

|se 218 / 23 A13 419

j~

1823

1(lion inside crowned coat of arms) C/ 1823 Crownded "W
"

’’.' **

#>

I I Countermark

\

..

.

k’

*

'

.

.

‘ •

1

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P h ysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

22.00

[

0.00

• • 11

, .

*««..*
'

•«

'S

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

147

O rigin

Context:

INetherlands

Legend

[se HF64 NP

TPQ:

1865

j (|jon jnSj(je crowned coat of arms) C/ 1865 crownded "W
"

I j Countermark

0

Value

|

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

drawing #5

This identifica

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

J

22.00

j

1.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

O rigin

□

148

Contexts

|SE218 / 23 A11 60

TPQ:

Junknow n

0

Legend

I I Countermark

j | Value

I

^

's v

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #6

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

j ; : v.

[

;

.

22.00

Thickness:

0.00

239
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ID

|

O rigin

□

149

Contexts

Junknown

Legend

Jse HFNP

TPQ:

Face/ coat of arms

I I Countermark

□

Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #8.

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

|

Thickness:

J
...i—

|

L50

23.00
.

---------—.— ................. - ■...... . ......

240
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ID

150

O rig in

□

Context:

JDanish

|se HF368 np

TPQs

Legend

1826

1826crowned "W
" / 25 C(lion inside of crowned coat of arms) B

I I Countermark

0

Value

pT

Mint/maker:
:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #9.

Wm&
P h ysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

f

21.00

1.00

241
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ID

151

Origin

□

Context:

TPQ:

|Netherlands

Legend

|se HF69 NP

["

1926

Face. On the edge: W
ILHEM
INAKONINGINDERNEDERLANDEN(milled
edge) / 25 cents 1926 (inside of a floral design).

Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:

A'- "../- \

Aditional info:

. ■ySrn

This identification is based on a drawing #10.

Physical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

Silver

j”

1.00

19.00

silver/nickel

mm

242
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ID

|

Origin

0

152*

Context:

jNetherlands Antilles

Legend

TPQs

|se hf NP

j

1966

Face. On the edge: W
ILHEM
INAKONINGINDERNEDERLANDEN(milled
edge) / 1/10G1966 (inside of a floral design).

Countermark

0

Value

|1/10 G

Mint/maker:

I

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #11.

P h ysical D escrip tion

Metal

iSilver

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

15.00

Silver/ nickel

■■ ■ ■
.

|

0.00

243
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ID

|

Origin

153

Context:

JNetherlands

@ Legend

TPQ:

|SE HF NP

j

1863

1863 crowned "W
" / 1/2 Ccrowned coat of arms with a lion inside

[✓1 Value

J1/2 cent

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

(

19.50

J

0.00

244
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ID

154

Origin

□

jspain

Legend

JSEHFNP

Context:
TPQs

|

1788

CAROLUSm DEI G1788 (face) / HISPANIARUMREX(coat of arms)

I I Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:
;
i ■ fi

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #13. There is no picture.
. ■
.-.•■
■
■"V.
■'

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

piiver

Thickness:

27.00

0.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID

|

origin

0

155"

Context:

[Netherlands

Legend

TPQs

|s e HFNP

|

1863

1863 crowned "W
" / 1Ccrowned coat of arms with lion inside
.•*&

aft v.v'S'SSs

I I Countermark

0

Value

|ic

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a

There is no picture

P hysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

Thickness:

22.00

0.00

246

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID ^ B l 5 7
Origin

□

Context:

IFrench colonies

TPQ:

|se 19/1C3A58

I

0

Legend

I I Countermark

| | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

This identification is based on a drawing #15. Possibly Coloniede Cayenne

|

Thickness:

!

22.00

J

0.00

247
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ID

|

O rigin

0

158

Context:

JFrench colonies

Legend

|s 19 / 1B6 57

TPQ:

Blankplanchet with Flour de lis surrounded bydot-line

I I Countermark

j

I | Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #16. There is no picture.

P hysical D escription

Metal

Diameter:
Condition:

|

Thickness:

J

Veryworn.

0.00

|

OOO

248

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
id

r

Origin

□

159

Context:
TPQs

(Netherlands

Legend

|SE218/23B12 26

r

1865

' vn
ne
cd
u "
v v "/
/ x1C
v - cro
u aat
i uo
if arm
a i u os w
1865 crow
W
wned tco
ith lion inside
u u w i i c u

w i u i

m um

i i d i u c

I I Countermark

I | Value

I

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

This identification is based on a drawing #26. There is no picture.

Physical D escrip tio n

Metal

Thickness:

Diameter:

Condition:

0.00

jffp S S
\ ' iS S

J

0.00

249
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ID j

Origin

□

165

Context:

(unknown

TPQ:

|no context

I

0

Legend

I I Countermark

...

'

.v

| [ Value

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

jfhis identification is based on a drawing #7. There is no

Physical D escription

Metal

Thickness:

I

Diameter:

0.00

Condition:
'

[

0.00

Saint Eustatius Coin Inventory
ID |

Origin

□

166

Context:
TPQ:

IUnknown

|No context

J

o"

Legend

I I Countermark

I | Value

j; 1'

Mint/maker:

Aditional info:

P hysical D escrip tion

Metal

Diameter:

Condition:

|

Copper

]

Thickness:

iiV
->:!<■”*

0.00

1

0.00
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